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The armyworm is the larva of a noctuid moth, known as 
Pseudaletia unipuncta (Haworth). This species is one or the most 
destructive pests or American agriculture and gets its conunon name 
from its habit or traveling in great numbers, ravaging field after 
field or growing crops on its march of destruction. For the most 
part, the armywom is a pest of small grains and other grasses. 
The armyworm has long been known as an extranely unpredictable 
species, appearing in unexpected places with ranarkable sUddenness. 
This element of surprise is the k� to the success of the species as 
a destructive pest. The �or.m frequently inflicts serious losses 
before its presence is detected. The disappearance or the species from 
the scene is as sudden as its appearance. The sporadic invasion b,y 
great hordes or armyworms is referred to in the literature as an 
11 armyworm outbreak." 
A study of the past history of the armywom shows that outbreaks 
follow no particUlar pattern and that indeed the,r have not usually 
occurred in successive years in a given area, but r�th� have appeared 
at irregular intervals. The species t1})icall.y goes for years without 
attracting undue attention, and then suddenly a severe outbreak occurs 
during which the wonns build enonnously large populations. This sporadic 
behavior of the armyworm results in tremendous losses to agriculture in 
outbreak years. 
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Of the impact of the annyworm, Slingerland (1896) says, 
".fully to realize the destructive capabilities or this insect one 
must see (no description will suffice) an army or the wonns on the 
march and at work." Flint (18.54) said of an early outbreak, "millions 
of devouring worms threatening to cut orr every green thing. " 
In 19.53, Tennessee suffered a serious armywonn outbreak. During 
that year this insect inflicted an estimated loss or ten million dol-
lars on far.mers of the state {MUllett, 1954). As a result of this-out-
break, a project was inaugurated by �he University or Termessee 
Agricultural Experiment Station, with federal aid, to study the ecology 
or the a.rmywonn with an eye toward causative factors of outbreaks. 
Such knowledge would possibly pemit a waming system which would allow 
the early detection or incipient amyworm outbreaks, thereby as3Uring 
more errecti ve control and the possible prevention of outbreaks in a 
given area. 
To embark upon such a program or investigation, a thorough 
knowledge of the basic biology of the armywonn with reference to its 
seasonal cycle was necessary. Miner (1954) states: 
The greatest single cause of crop loss to armywonns is lack 
of vigilance. Insecticidal controls are highly satisfactory. 
However, if a grower fails to examine his field carefully for 
a week or two in spring, the crop may be ruined before he knows 
it. Al�o local supplies or insecticide may soon be exhausted 
if there was no waming. Thus the greatest service which the 
entomologist can render is to predict damage so that farmers 
may not be taken by surprise • • • • The biological infonnation 
necessary for such predictio• aervice is greater than it was a 
few years ago, but in many respects armywonn biology is still a 
huge mystery. 
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In the spring of 1956, the writer commenced basic biological 
studies on the armyworm. A review of the literature revealed that a 
great majority of workers had investigated the armyworm during out­
breaks only, a practice which resulted in a surprising lack of factual. 
illformation on this important species between periods of its conspicu­
ous abundance. Information on the overwintering habits of the species 
is particularly scanty; in fact, almost non-existent. This gap in our 
knowledge has resulted in a vague and inadequate understanding of the 
seasonal aspects of the armywonn life history. 
The objective of thi s dissertation is to report the research 
findings of the writer over a two-season period (1956-57) on the 
biology of the armyworm. An effort has been made to concentrate on 
those features of armyworm biology which are inadequately covered or 
lacking in existing literature. 
REVIE-W OF LITERATURE 
The first comprehensive work on the biology of' Pseudaletia 
unipuncta was that of' c .  V. Riley, published in his Second Missouri 
Report (1870). Riley added to this work in his El.ghth Missouri 
Report (1876), and published a coaplete compilation of' his work in 
the Third Report of' the United States Entomological Commission (1883). 
In the interim years, 1870-1882, Riley published � separate articles 
on various phases of armyworm biology, but all or his findings as well 
as a good review of' all that was lmown about the species up until that 
time are included in the 1883 report of. the Ehtomological Commission. 
In this report, Riley included sections on nomenclature, geographical 
distribution, capacity for injuq, past history, descriptive charac­
ters, habits and natural histor.y, generation studies, hibernation, 
natural enemies, 'control measures, and a complete bibliograpny. 
After Riley's work, the next important annywom contribution 
came in 1896 when Slingerland published on the subject in Cornell 
Bulletin 133. This publication gave an account of' the life history 
of the species, described a serious outbreak, and included a brief 
discussion or parasites. In that same year, 1896, Flagg and Field in 
Rhode Island, and Warren in Pennsylvania, published on the life history 
of' the armyworm in their respective states. Garmon, in 1908, published 
a detailed bulletin on the a.nnywo:rm and its habits in Kentucky. 
Inring the years 1914-1916, many writings appeared in the 
literature following a severe outbreak over much of the United States 
and Canada in 1914. The best or these treatises appear to be those 
of Fernald in Massachusetts (1914) , Britton in C�nnecticut (1915) , 
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Baker and Gibson, both in Canada (1915) , Davis and Satterthwait in 
Indiana (1916) , Knight in New York (1916), and the ·united States 
Department of Agriculture Farmer's Bulletin 731 (Walton, 1916) . Collec­
tive�, these publications give much information on the 1914 outbreaks 
in the respective areas, historical accounts, life histor,y and seasonal 
CJCle notes, distribution records, and lists of natural enemies, and 
they impress upon the reader the severity with which the armyworm attacks 
in outbreak years. 
Plint (1920) pnblished a brief but good account of the life 
histor.r, habits, and control of the armywom in Illinois. In 1921 
Tr,on published an article giving the life histor.r and description or 
stages or the a1"!111Worm in Qlleensland. Several natural enemies were 
dealt vi th in detail. 
Mickel, in 19321 published a briet account of Minnesota �­
wonn outbreaks or that year., In 1938, Britton reported a Connecticut 
outbreak as being the worst since 1914 and gave notes on life histoey 
and parasites. 
Walton and Packard reported on the al"'I'J1Worm in the United States 
Department of Agriculture Farmer's Bulletin 1850, in 19Lo, and a 
revision appeared in 1947. Both of these publications give a descrip­
tion of all stages, a discussion of parasites, and detailed contrOl 
measures. 
or the publications listed in this review, the more important 
ones are those or Riley- (1883), Slingerland (1896), Gibson (1915), 
Davis and Satterthwai t ( 1916), Knight (1916), Flint ( 1920), Mickel 
(1932), and Walton and Packard (1947). 
To the writer's knowledge, not since the work or Davis and 
Satterthwait (1916) has there been arrr original research reported on 
the life history or the armyworm. 
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Aaide from the basic references listed here, many hundreds of 
articles and reports have been written in which the armyworm has been 
mentioned, or has been the principal subject. Most or these articles, 
however, are ot the t,pe that report the occurrence, outbreak damage, 
occasional reared parasites, or some incidental observation in govern­
mental, state, or industrial entomological reports. There are several 
papers, rather detailed, which deal with parasites, predators, diseases, 
or other specific areas of im'eatigation, but by' far the majority ot 
references in the literature contribute, at beat, only minor bits or 
information. In this work, the author has endeavored to draw from as 
J11a.D7 sources or information as possible and all contributions in the 
literature which have come to his attention have been considered. A 
comprehensive bibliograpl\Y' is include d  in the appendix. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A stock colony of arm;rwom.s in various stages was maintained 
in the insectary at all times during the course of this project. 
Because or the structure or the insectaey, temperature, moisture, and 
light conditions were much the same as outside. The upper half of the 
insectary' building was open on two sides with no artifici a1 heating or 
cooling devices. For the major part or this work, data were gathered 
from especially designated colony groups reared in this half-enclosed 
insectaey. The coloDJ' was started by' capturing 11 ving adult armyworm 
moths in a cage designed tor that purpose over which a light trap head 
was placed (figure 1). Each captured gravid female moth was given a 
collection number, a corresponding record sheet was prepared, and the 
moth was placed in a one-gallon wide-mouth jar. The top or the jar 
was cut out and replaced with screen wire to allow a free passage for 
air and a place to attach an oviposition paper. On the top or the 
screen was placed a cotton plug saturated with a weak sugar solution 
on which the moth fed. The oviposition paper was prepared by tightly 
folding strips of regular note paper in accordion st7le and taping 
around either end with Scotch tape. The folded paper was about six 
inches in length, one-fourth to one-half inch wide, and contained about 
six .folds. It was suspended from the screen top by a small wire. Very 
satisfactoey oviposition was obtained by this method. The entire 
apparatus is shown in figure 2. Each day the contents or the jar were 
moths. 
Figure 1. Cage used. tor capturing living amyworm. 
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Figure 2. Jar used for housing moths for 
observations on mating, longevity, and oviposition. 
9 
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examined, the condition or the moth recorded, any eggs counted and 
designated by lot number, and fresh food and oviposition paper supplied. 
The eggs were transferred immediately to metal salve boxes of two or 
four-ounce size and allowed to hatch.  A small amount or food, usually 
Johnson grass, corn, or small grain leaves, was placed with the eggs to 
assure sufficient moisture and baediate food supply for hatching larvae • 
.lherging larvae were counted and the results recorded. The larvae 
were kept in the salve boxes by' egg lot number until they began to be 
crowded, at which time thq were transferred to one-gallon wide-mouth 
j ars of the type ')lsed for adult ori.position. The jars were_ labeled 
and the specimens were fed da1l7. The dates or the first and last 
pupatiou were recorded for each jar to detel'Jidne the duration of larval 
developtent for each group. The pupae were rsnoved daily from all 
groups and kept collectivel7 by date or pupation. The first and last 
�s or adult emergence were recorded to determine the duration of the 
pupal stage. The adults· obtained from the insecta.r.r-reared material 
or the original stock were used to maintain the· colony. Typically, 
two adult males were placed in a j ar with one female and allowed to 
mate. The female subsequentl7 was allowed to oviposit as has been 
pre'Viously described. The combination of two males to one female proved 
to be superior to other combinations in earlier experiments. Complete 
records or condition, oviposition, and longevity were kept on the adults 
placed in the jars. This rearing procedure, with detai�ed records on 
each moth and its progeny, was begun with the first tlight of moths in 
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early spring of 19S7 and continued through the fifth flight of 19S7. 
Rearing methods were similar in 19S6, but records were not as detailed 
and were used only for working out the number of annual broods. 
In addition to the rearing jars, a larger cage, two feet by two 
feet by four feet, of plastic screen over a wooden frame was used to 
provide supplementary material for brood studies. This cage could satis­
factorily house fifty moths. As m&n1' as twenty" thousand eggs were 
obtained in one week fran this cage. The eggs gathered from this 
larger cage were handled in the same manner as were those from the jars. 
Do.ring the course of this imastigation, many field collections 
were made for parasite emergence studies. Specimens were collected 
alive in various larval stadia, given a field collection number, and 
brought iaediate:q- to the insectary. The specimens were subsequently' 
isolated, one each, in two-ounce metal salve boxes and were given an 
idmtitication number. A corresponding record form was prepared for 
each specimen. The isolated specimens were kept at roan temperature, 
examined daily for changes, and glven fresh food. When parasites 
snerged thq were allowed to harden, were subsequently killed and pinned 
or otherwise preserved, and given an identification number. Pertinent 
data were recorded. 
Frequent obserYations were made in the field for information to 
correlate w:l th insectar)r data. Collections were made during each 
month of the study from March, 19S6, through October, 19S7. Material 
and observations from these collections were carefully handled and 
pertinent data were recorded. 
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During both seasons of this stu�, comprehensive light trap 
operations were anployed for the purpose of obtaining information on 
flights of the armyworm moth in the state. These data were used to 
supplement life history studies in the field and insectary. !Alring 
both seasons, eleven traps were in operation with the exception of the 
early part of the 1956 season, when only eight were used. Eight traps 
were the propert7 of the Tennessee Agricultural !Eperiment Station and 
three were supplied by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
Figure 3 shows the Tennessee trap which was designed by Mr. W. W. Stanley 
and figure 4 shows the trap supplied by the U. S. Depa.rtment of Agricul­
ure. The lamps in both traps were 1$-watt black light tubes manufac­
tured by General Electric. The Tennessee trap used two of these lamps 
while the government trap used onl.7 one lamp. The killing agent was 
70 per cent isoprowl alcohol. The trapped insects were collected by 
the writer or were mailed to him weekly by cooperating individuals 
throughout the state. Figure 5 shows the locations of traps. 
Special studies in this work called for the development of 
various methods which may be best explained in the text. 
1 
Figure 3. Tennessee model light trap; lett, trap in 
operating position; right, trap dismantled. 
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Figure 4. U. s. Departaent of Agriculture light 
trap or the type used in this stucfT. 
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• - University of Tennessee light trap. Operated March 5, 1956 - November 12 , 1956. 
• - University or Tennessee light trap. Operated March 11, 1957 - November 11, 1957. 
� - U. S.  Department of Agriculture light trap. Operated May 7, 19 56 - November 12 , 19 56. 
A - U. s. Department of Agriculture light trap. Operated March 11, 1957 - November 11, 1957. 
Figure 5.  Map showing locations of light traps in Termessee by counties .  
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SIST»>ATIC HISTORY AND SYNONlMY 
The armyworm, Pseuda.letia unipuncta (Haworth), has at various 
times since its description been known under several combinations of 
names. These names are due llainl.7 to changes in generic concepts 
through the years. The species was first described by A. H. Haworth 
in 1810 upon the breaking up of Fr.ancillon 1 s colle ction in London. 
Haworth described the species from a Francillon specimen without 
locality label as Noctua unipuncta. In 1829, Stephens published a 
description of the same specimen, now in Haworth 1 s collection, by mi·s­
take as i.mpuncta instead of urdpuncta , a lapsus calami. In 1850, 
Stephens corrected his mistake in the specific name, placed it in the 
genus Leucania, and stated the insect to be North American. In 18.52, 
Guenee, overlooking previous descriptions, described the species as 
ne w from numerous specimens in Parisian collecti ons as Leucania extranea. 
The species has been placed in several genera following the 
classifications set forth in vario us systematic groupings. The two 
most conmonl.y applied generic names prior to the twentieth century 
were Heliophila Huebner, 1806, and Leucania Ochsenheimer, 1816. 
The former name has been used by those who accept the "tentamen" or 
Huebner, the latter by those who reject it. In this connection, I quote 
from Riley (1876). 
This long known and familiar generic tem ( Leucania ) , 
applied to a well defined genus, has recently been dropped 
from our nomenclature--in the writings and in the ."List" 
and "Check List" of N. A. Noctuidae by Mr. A. R. Grote. 
It has been replaced by Heliophila of Huebner. By this 
change we pass from light into darkness. I consider that the 
reasons so long urged by en tomologists against the adoption 
of the classification of the 11Tentamen" and "Verzeichniss, 11 
and particularly those given by Guenee for not following this 
last in his admirable work on the Noctuidae, are good and 
sound. The Huebnerian classification is essentially unreal, 
and the generic divisions so inadequately defined that I doubt 
if' arr:r one would attempt to make use of the works in question, 
were it not f'or the references to the admirably illustrated 
works of the same author. The introduction of his generic 
terms into American Lepidopterology has so upset its nomen-
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ala ture, without in the least advancing our knowledge, and the 
grounds for this introduction are so questionable, that those who 
make these insects a speciality are apt in the future to divide 
into two factions--the Huebneri tes and the anti-Huebneri tes; in 
which event the latter 14..11 certai� have strong support from 
entomologists in general. 
In 1905, Hampson included unipuncta in the genus Cirphis 
Walker. This name, Cirphis unipuncta, is the more familiar one to 
workers of the present generation. H owever, Mclbnnough (1937) pointed 
out that the use of the name Cirphis tor our North American species is 
incorrect, based as it is on the genitalia or the genotype, costalis 
Walker, a Tasmanian species, and recommended the reversion to Leucania 
Ochs. Franelemont (1951) confirmed McDu.nnough1s observations and 
stated that the name Cirphis, which Hampson applied to the unipuncta 
group, is untenable because the genotype is not congeneric with a.ny' of 
the American species. Franclemont erected a new genus, Pseudaletia, 
for the unipuncta group with Leucania unipuncta Haworth as the type 
( Proc .  Ent. Soc .  Wash. 53 (2) :64) • This name has seemingly met with 
full acceptance. The synort:y'lff3" follows. 
Psenda1etia unipuncta (Haworth) 
1810. Noctua uni�ta Haworth. Lepidoptera Brittanica, 
Pars 2, p. • 
IDeation or Type: British Museum (Natural History). 
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1829. Noctua impuncta Stephens. Illustrations of British 
Flltano1ogr, Baustellata, vol. .31 P• 80. (Lapsus calami.) 
1852. Leu.cania extranea Guenee. Histoire Na turelle des 
Insects, Species General des Lepidopteres, vol. 5 
(Noct. 1), P• 77. 
Type U>cali t7: ".Ameriq Septentrion., Bresil, Columbie, 
etc." 
Location of Type: United States National Museum. · 
1951. Pseudaletia unipuncta Francl•ont. Proc. Ent. Soc. 
Wash., vol. 53, P• 65. (New c011bination.) 
Location or Lectotype: United States National Museum. 
(USNM Type No. 6o99.3.) 
GEOGRAHUCAL DISTRIBUTION 
Pseudaletia unipuncta is cosmopolitan in distribution . It 
is undoubtedly North American in origin and reaches its destructive 
peak in the United States east or the Rocky Mountains and in Canada. 
It is particular� abundant throughoot th e region from Iowa and Maine 
south to Texas, including the Atlantic and Oulf States and all of New 
Engla:nd. To the west or the Rockies this species is not commo·n but 
has been reported from California (1902) , New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, 
Oregon, Washington, and Montana; al so from British ColUlllbia and Al­
berta, Canada (Crumb, 1956). It occurs in all of the eastern provinces 
of Canada, more notably in Ontario and Nova Scotia (Gibson, 191.5). 
Curran {1927) and Rald.rez (1917) re cord the species fi'OJil Mexico, and 
it has b een reported from Ouat.ala by Duran (1931). 
In South America, the armywona is recorded from Argentina 
(Blanchard, 1943) , Brazil (d1utra, 1902), Chile (1921), Colombia 
(Toro, 1929), and Venezuela (R:Lle)", 1883) . It has been report8d 
from Cuba by' Cbok and Home (19o6). 
Gurney (1918) reports £• unipuncta from &!rope. Farther east 
the species. is well distributed. d' Elmnerez de Chai'IIlOT (1927) reports 
it from Africa. It is reported froll Siam by' Ladell (1933), and from 
Rus�ia b7 Ellgel'bardt {1927 and 1929). There are numerous records of 
its occurrence in India (Hectar, 1924J Fletoher, et al.; 1919'; 
Husain, 193S; and Joannis, 1913) ,  Bul'Dla {Ghosh, 1924, 192.5, 1927, and 
1931), and Ohirui (Chao and Chen, 1947; Chu, 1938 ; !Qport, 1913; 
Fu, 1937; Hu and Tse, 1936). Oishu (19h0) and Ueno (1930) have re­
ported the species from Japan; NaKayama (1929) bas reported it from 
Korea; and Sonan (1940) f'rom Fomosa. 
The species has been recorded numerous times from Australia 
(Davidson, 1932; Girau1t, 1925; Gurney, 1918; Jarvis, 1922; and Lea, 
1928). Blick (1953) reports the armyworm from New Zealand, and 
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Froggat (1939) from New Guinea. Goot (1929) and van Hall (1916) have 
reported f. unipuncta from the Dutch East Indies. The species has 
further been recorded from the Philippine ( otanes and Karganilla, 1940; 
Uichanco, 1928) and Hawaiian (Fullaway, 1909; Kelly and Krauss, 1909; 
Pemberton, 1923) Islands. 
The foregoing records or distribution are by no means complete, 
but were selected to show the c osmo politan range of the species. 
FOOD PLANTS 
Although the armyworm feeds on a great variety or plants the 
world over, the grasses must be considered its basic rood. It particu­
larly attacks small grains, !• �., wheat, oats, barley, rye, and rice. 
With equal relish it attacks pasture grasses or all types, .!• &•, blue 
grass, timothy, sudan grass, etc. The large-stem grasses, .!• .S.•, corn, 
millet, sugar cane, and sorghum are readil7 attacked. In addition to 
grasses, it frequently attacks alfalfa and occasio�ly' clover. 
The wonns occasionally become so munerous in their breeding 
grounds as to devour their food supply before they haTe attained full 
growth, and search for rood elsewhere. Under such stress or hunger, 
the;r are almost omnivorous. Forbes (190.$) reports the species feeding 
on strawberry, bean, sugar beet, sweet potato, parsley, watermelon, 
cucumber, apple, pepper, honeysuckle, ragweed, and amaranth. The same 
author reports that in confinEment they have grown and completed their 
development when fed exclusiv� on poppy, beet, lettuce, cabbage, 
r.spberry, onion, parsnips, radish, carrot, or pea. The writer has 
observed the species feeding on numerous garden crops on a farm near 
Sweetwater, Tennessee, after their having devoured their breeding area 
f'ood, a field of barlq. Massachusetts cranberr.r bogs have often been 
attacked by the aneyworm (Franklin, 191.$, 1945, 1949). Peaches and 
plUils have been infested in Queensland (Jarvis, 1926), artichokes in 
California (Lange, 19hl), nax in Minnesota (Ruggles, 1921), and in 
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Japan, Kumashira {1938) reported the a�or.m attacking a rush, Juncus 
effusus decipiens, used for mat making. 
Almost wi thoat exceptlon, large populations of armyworms develop 
o� in rank-groving grass crops, damage to other crops being secondary. 
LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS 
General Life Histo17 in Tennessee 
The armyworm overwinters in Tennessee as a partially grown 
larva. Upon the advent of extended warm weather in early spring 
the overwintering larvae complete their developnent, pupate in the 
soil, and begin emerging as adults in earl:r March, with the peak of 
spring emergence occurring in lftid-J.pril. The spring flight is the 
begiJming ot the first ot five broods of a given year. The moths 
deposit their eggs in tightl:r compact masses in or near rank-growing 
fields of young grain or other small grasses. The eggs (figure 6), 
numbering up to 1800 from a sin gle moth over a period of several 
da7S, hatch in from three to fourteen da7s frau the time they are 
deposited, depending upon prevailing temperature�. The newly hatched 
larvae begin feeding immediately on young tender blades of grass, 
eating the epidennis and having a skeletonizing effect . This type 
feeding is characteristic or the first two or the six larval instars. 
The remaining instars, third through siXth, straddle the outer margin of 
the grass blade and out holes fran the margin to th e midrib until the 
blade is stripped clean. The duration of larval develo:pnent fraa 
eclosi on to pupation averages about th1rt7-four days for the first 
brood. The first brood wonns reach maturity in late May and pupate i n  
ear� June. Pupation is preceded b7 a short prepupal period of a day 
or more during which time the wonns do not feed. The pupal stage is 
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Figure 6. Stages in the lite hietor)" ot Pseudaletia un:i.puncta: 
upper lett, moth; upper right, egg masses; middle lett, young larvae; 
middle right, mature larva in feeding position; lower lett, a group 
ot mature larvae; lower right, pttpae. Natural size. 
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spent in the soil at a depth of from one inch to three inches and lasts 
for an average or thirteen days, producing moths in mid-June ldlich are 
the parents of the second brood. There are four CCID.plete broods and a 
partial fifth brood which enters the ld.nter as partially grown larvae 
to comPlete the annual Q1Cle. The length of time necessar,y to complete 
a brood varies with the season and details are given in the studies of 
the seasonal cyele. The first brood is the damaging one in Tennessee 
and ar/9 outbreaks which occur are likel7 to come no later than the first 
• 
week or June. 
!he Moth 
Description (see t:Lgure 6) 
The author cannot improve upon the description of Riley (1883) 
which follows: 
'!be parent moth is variable in size, the average individual 
measuring about � mm. (an inch and a half) in wing expanse. 
The front wings are pointed at the tips, and are of a reddish 
gray or fawn color, Jll11Ch specked. with black atoms. Anterior 
of the center of each wing are two rather large, indistinct 
spots, distinguished f"rom the rest of the wing by' an absence 
of black specks, and by a clearer reddish coloring. Immediately 
posterior to the outemost of these spots is a white point in­
distinctly surrounded by blackish. A series of black points 
parallel with the outer margin; one on each vein is usually 
perceptible. An oblique black streak starts from this line of 
dots, and ascends to the apex of the wing, and, vi th the form 
o:t the wings, principally characterizes the species. Just 
inside the fringe is a series of black dots, one between each 
of tw veins. The hind wings are translucent, gray, with the 
terminal border and the nervures blackish (in the front wing 
the nervures are whitish). . The sexes differ frcn each other 
but little. 
The under side of the wings is of an opalescent yellOlds h white. 
Along the outer margin, particularly of the hind wings, are many 
black specks, so nearly con.flnent as to fom a definitel.7 limited 
duskY terminal band. On the costal margin or each forewing, 
near the tip, is a small, distinct, black dot, and at the 
center of each hind-wing is a similar dot. The body is con­
colorous with the wings, and the legs are light gray, slightly 
tinged with reddish, and speckled with black dots. 
Drawings of both the male and female genitalia are given in 
figure 7. Franclaaont's (l9Si) drawings have been checked against 
the genitalia of several specimens of Tennessee moths of each sex 
and a favorable c<aparison was found. 
An excellent color figure of the moth appears in Holland's 
(1903) "Moth Book, 11 plate 2.31 figure hO. 
� llt.fferences 
Superficial:cy-, the sexes of f• urdpuncta moths are not 
easily distinguishable, but reliable characters for their separation 
do exist. Differentiating characters are as follows: 
� Female 
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1. Tip of abdomen rather blunt. 1. Tip of abdomen more pointed. 
2. 
,3. 
Antennae hai%7, especially at 
base (figure SA). · 
Paired claspers prominent feature 
of external genitalia (.figure 8B). 
2. 
,3. 
Antennae relatively smooth 
( .f'igure 8A) • 
Single oviposi ter prond.-
nent feature of external 
genitalia (figure 8B}. 
The genitalia may be easil7 seen in freshly killed specimens 
by rolling a round pencil or similar object from about the middle 
of the venter of the abdanen posteriorly, causing the external genitalia 
to protrude. A similar protrusion may be accomplished on li'Ving speci­
mens by applying very slight pressure, so as not to injure the moth, 
M A L E 
I I 
1. 0 m m. 
F E M A L E  
Figure 7 .  G E N ITA L I A  O F  Pseudo l e t i �  unipu nc t o  (Howo r t h ) . The right half' of each 








CompariSbn of male and female sexual characteristics :
. 
A1 . male and 
B, male (ventral view) and female (lateral view) geni 'ta.Lia. 
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with the thumb and forefinger just anterior to the tenninal segments . 
The female geni ta.lia may best be seen from a lateral view, the male 
from a ventral view. 
Daily Activities of' � �  
The armywol'll moth no� remains quiescent during the greater 
part of a day, becCIIJing active onl1' after �et. At dusk the day1 s  
activit7 (!_. !.• , feeding mating, or ovipositing) of a particular moth 
is begun, and continues until the illlpulse is satisfied. The writer 
has never observed a moth in flight during the bright part of the dq 
either in nature or captivity unless the moth was disturbed, but he 
has observed a number of Jlloths in active flight during twilight hours 
and after dark in the field and in captivit7. Mating and ovipositi on 
have been seen at dusk and after dark and on some occasions oviposition, 
but not mating, has been noted during da71ight hours on overcast days. 
Peeding may be observed at any hour among confined moths. 
� g.!  the � 
The a.rmyworm moth is not injurious in 1 ts feeding and conse-
quentl7 1i ttle work has been done concerning 1 ts food ha.bi ts . Forbes 
(1905) reports that the moth is fond of' sweets and may be captured in 
large nlDRbers at night b7 using sugary substances as bait. Riley (1883) . 
states that the moth undoubtecil1' feeds upon the nectar of various 
flowers and reports that 1 t has been taken in the evening from the 
blossoms of clover, apple, honeysuckle, and ,ucca . Walkden (1937) 
reports that in Kansas between 1921 and 19.31, the armyworm moth was 
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one of ol1ly five species caught for the eleven consecutive years of a 
bait trap operation in which a bait of crushed banana and a 10 per cent 
solution of molasses in water was used. Knight (1916) reported moths 
feeding on mashed and decaying apples, sipping the nectar of catnip, 
and obsened one feeding on a ripe apple hallging on a tree . The 
writer f'ed lftOths on a weak sugar solution approXi.aating .02 per cent. 
It is probable that the moths in nature prefer the nectar of flowers, 
but will feed on any sweet exudation aftilable. 
Attraction to Light 
The ar!lll'WOlm adul�, like other noctuid moths, is strongl7 
attracted to light. For this reason light traps have been employed to 
suppl•ant field and insectary studies. 
The earl7 theor.r vas that lepidopteroua insects taken at light 
were pract1cal.J.7 all males and that the relati Yel7 few females taken 
had previousl7 oviposited. If this were true, the use of light traps 
would be of little vallle as an instrument for studying habits of the 
mo th. 
Tu.mer (1918 and 1920) , Dirks (1937) , and Knutson (1944) have 
all conducted studies Which contribute intor.mation on the sex-ratio 
ot light-collected armyworm moths. In addition to the sex-ratio, 
Tu.mer and Dirks g1 ve the percentage of' females which were found to be 
gravid. Table 1 is a canpilation of' data from the above sources. 
From these data, 1 t is apparent that, for the armyworm moth, a higher 
percentage of male s are caught at light than females . Chi-square tests 
Source 
TABLE I 
SOME RIDORDS OF LIGHT TRAP CATCHES OF VARIOUS 'WORKEBS SHOWING 
RATIO OF F�E AND GRAVID FOOLE ARMYWORM MOTHS 
Locatioa Htuaber Huaber Per cent Per cent Chi-
ot Data Dates ot Tra2a Moths F-.ales Faaales Gravid SQUare 
Turner l9l6 Md. 976 424 43.5 ao.o 16. 8 
(1918) 




1931-34 Me. 947 428 45.0 45. 0 8. 75 
Knutson 1927-40 Minn. 
(1944) 









tor difference fran a 1 :1 sex-ratio showed a significant dif'ference in 
the sexes in the work of' Turner (1918) , Dirks (1937) , and Knutson 
(194h) • A total of 976, 947, and 949 moths sexed by the above workers 
respectively-, showed 43.5, 16.0, and 39.0 per cent females respectivel7. 
Turner (1920) eexecl a total of fift7-tive moths, twenty-one ( .38.0 per 
cent) were females. Although a chi-square test to detennine difference 
from a 1 :1 ratio fts not significant, it must be noted from the data 
of table 1 that the percentage of females in this case was the lowest 
of the s�veral groups represented in the table . The fact or no signifi­
cant difference is undoubtedl7 due to the SJRall saaple, since higher 
percentages of females in other groups showed a sign1ficant di.f'.f'er ence 
by the same statistical test. 
During the 1957 season the �ter sexed 12,0Sh armywor.m moths 
which had been canght at light in Tennessee. Of these 5, 785, or 47.9 
per cent, we re  females .  The chi-square test .f'or difference from a 1 :1 
ratio for all moths sexed showed a significantlY higher number of males 
for the season. However, as can be seen from the data of table 2, 
the percentage of females was higher than that of males in the first 
two broods and contimed to regress with time until the last brood 
when the percentage of females increased from the previous brood. 
From the data in both tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that a 
relativelY' high percentage of' light-collected female armywoxm moths is 
gravid, indicating that they had not depos1 ted all of' their eggs before 
being caught. 
TABLE II 
RIDOROO OF LIGHT TRAP CATCHES OF ARMIWORM MOTHS IN TmrnESSEE, 1957, 
SHOWING SEX RATIO AND Pm.GENTAGE OF GRAVID MOniS 
Flight. hight Total ihlillber RUilber Per cent Per cent 
Number Period Sexed Males Females Females Gravid 
I March 11- 1854 566 1288 69.5  *63.0 
May 20 
II June 3- 1657 774 883 53. 3 
June 24 
III July lS- 4956 2828 2130 42.9  
Aug. 12 
IV Aug. 26- 2207 1343 864 39.1  
Sept. 16 
v Oct . 14- 1.378 758 620 44.9 
Nov. 11 
Totals 12054 6269 5785 47 . 9 
Chi-square for totals = 19. 4; probability = < .0001 
* Represents 17 of 27 moth8 caught alive from which fertile eggs 
were obtained. Routinely' caught specimens were sent to Louisiana 
State Universit7 for special studies. 
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To determine whether the light-collected samples of moths show 
a significantly higher percentage of males because of their greater 
numbers in the population or whether this difference might be due to 
other factors not associated with the actual sex-ratio, insectar.r­
reared annyworm moths from the various colony groups were sexed during 
1957 . A total of 1, 478 moths sexed showed 711, or 48. 1 per cent, to 
be fmales, a figure not significantly different from the number of 
males . On the basis of these tests, it appears that the population 
approaches a 1 :1 sex-ratio, but that extrinsic and intrinsic factors 
are in operation which result in a Significantly larger number of males 
beiM caught in light traps. These data are given in table 3.  
Extensive light trap operations were conducted during both 
seasons of this study. The data obtained were used to supplement 
seasonal history- studies in the insectaJ'3" and in the field. The trap 
descriptions and their locations have been given previously in the 
materials and methods section of this work . A summary of catches for 
the 1956 and 1957 seasons is given in tables 4 and 5 respectively. 
Figure 9 is a graphic illustration showing the 1956 flight pattern based 
on light trap records for the state as a whole and for two East Tennessee 
traps in areas where most of the field obserYations were made. 
Since the first generation eggs must be deposited by the first 
fiight or moths in spring and sinc e  the first brood is the damaging 
one in Tennessee, it is the opinion of' the writer that light trap data 










SEX RATIO OF INSmTARY-REARm AHMIWORM 
MOTHS, Pseudaletia unipuncta, 1957 
F.l.igbt Kales 
Period Jfaher Per cent 
March 11- 36 h3.9  
May 20 
June .3- 19S so.s 
June 24 
July lS- 287 48 . 2  
Aug. 12 
Aug. 26- 1S6 $2 .4  
Sept. 16 
Oct . 20 93 42.S 
Nov. 11 
767 51. 9 
Chi-square tor totals = 2 . 12 ;  probability = 0.15 
35 
1'-.al.es 
Number Per cent 
46 56.1 
191 49. 5 
206 51.8 
47.6 
126 57. 5  










































WEEKLY REroRD OF THE NUMBER OF ARMIWORM MOTHS CAUGHT IN 
LIGHT TRAPS DURING 1956 IN TENNESSEE 
Location Of Tral!a l;z Counties 
Shel- Madi- Law- lobert- Caber- Mar- John-
!l son renee lfav.r7 eon laud Knox Greene Blount ion son 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
44 24 3 8 1 0 0 4 
23 0 4 3 1 1 0 
lh 1 7 1 2 0 
62 52 2!) 47 6 1 2 9 
243 34 22 S3 30 6 35 76 
386 21 22 120 32 6 21 1a4 
67 6 s 21 0 2 11 17 
!)1 0 10 1U> 26 36 74 
225 126 119 66 45 123 1.34 
76 18 0 - 31 69 86 95 
120 64 , 8 12 6 s 43 11 21 27 
lS 8 5 2 18 16 33 4 ll 
48 0 0 160 , 22 10 12 4 
136 96 6 104 72 34 168 
10 8o 120 16 78 48 l4h 
6 40 76 45 8 )) 182 46 11 
- 8 � 12 1$2 8 12 ll2 26 128 
14 64 S4 32 76 32 6 32 24 478 
22 20 88 S6 35 22 72 32 487 
42 48 32 105 87 118 154 1$8 88 294 
qo 16 42 44 78 lhB 216 216 102 
- 294 1S6 108 380 377 144 285 156 
S1 � 68 42 52 44 58 48 100 34 
57 40 28 .34 44 18 32 h4 28 -
0 28 18 36 13 33 44 .38 26 
39 113 16 16 94 32 ho 32 8 98 
75 27 36 75 120 18 - 71 125 0 263 
- 79 26 6 177 82 26 32 6 7 109 
42 4 20 20 35 7 31 107 
81 20 12 20 12 18 3 42 275 
32 4 64 28 26 36 4 142 
6 18 - 20 25 32 12 5 141 
.36 6 34 15 3 28 65 16 6 104 
10 26 ll 20 12 38 108 20 176 
38 31 84 49 95 27 107 
2 16 64 38 21 71 9 92 















































































WEFXLY RlOO RD OF THE NUMBER OF ARMYWORM MO'l!IS CAUGHT IN 
LIGHT TRAPS WRING 1957 IN TENNESSEE 
Lauder- i&d1- Law-
Loc.;t!:on of Tra:e• !?l Counties 
Bob - . &iiber- · Mon- John-
dale son renee Maury son land Knox Greene Blount roe son 
ll - 10 0 3 57 
39 17 42 19 1 3l 5 18 1 43 3 
2ll 32 2$ 58 s lO 13 9 1 140 $ 
159 93 47 35 2 4 8 lh 7 107 2 
32.3 170 36 114 6 6 17 14 30 175 u 
1 4 10 65 5 2 0 4 0 6 3 
54 436 22 28 - 7S 24 1018 30 
Sic 53 320 24 34 186 233 25 557 758 
27 154 38 181 16 13 86 95 9 97 313 
20 - 18 19 22 36 14 23 34 
- 46 2 2 2 2 6 1 4 30 
208 3200 90 So 2 10 8 20 6 
64 784 34 .30 12 9 22 12 1 3 -
8h 6.3 9 26 26 13 43 48 4 72 618 
12 24 ' lD  6 18 12 2 44 
21 8 .34 12 3 42 32 85 
32 210 10 8 84 8 29 12 2 8 888 
12 32 2h 16 132 lao l4 -
2 7 - 9 2 2 35 4 24 7 44 
48 S6 12 12 104 120 208 24 3 246 
54 ho 24 238 6 346 220 33 - 768 
220 162 108 76 588 16 338 332 - 1$2 
80 lW 36 17 l.l4 5o 16 100 64 
ss hO lh4 48 128 132 32 156 18o 
- 217 24 28 44 96 48 34 200 256 
35 56 )2 4 32 6 76 64 69 64 
64 192 24 13 4 26 6o 8 13 32 48 
8 28 .37 i4 22 lD · 84 26 12 84 
56 92 hB - 32 6o 16 - 324 
120 a 24 hO 32 36 32 6 - 196 
U> 20 24 32 42 8 16 - 568 
- 8 12 10 18 40 8 8 27 · '  
132 4o lao .38 8 92 
172 31 9 31 13 75 
122 100 100 36 17 5 
148 11 7 6 14 
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State Av e ra o e  .. I I  Tr a ps 
Kn oxv i l le, Te n n .  
G re e n ev i l le ,  T e nn .  
I'igu.re 9. Graphic representati on of the 1956 seasonal fli ght pattern of the 
armyworm moth in Tennessee. 
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By utilizing life history data and calculating the earliest possible 
date for the appearance or mature worms from the time or the peak or 
the spring fiight in a general climatic area, the developnent of an 
effective warning system is possible. As has already been pointed out, 
light trap records are further use.f'ul in working out the numb er of 
annual broods in a given area. Such records JIUst be used only to 
suppleaent caretull7 planned insectary' rearings and field observations 
since there is a tendency for much overlap in late-season broods . 
The Seasonal Flights 
There are five annual nights or the a.rmywonn moth in Tennessee, 
prodncing four complete broods and a partial fifth brood which over­
winters as partially grown larTae. These fli ghts occurred in 19.56 
as follows : 
Flight I - March 3 to Ma7 7 
Flight n - June 8 to Jul7 1 
Flight TII - Jul7 23 to August 13 
Flight IV - Sept•ber 1 to Sept•ber .J) 
Flight V - October .30 to NovEIIlber 15 
The flights can be seen in the peaks or the line graphs of 
figure 9 showing some light trap· records for 19$6. The flight 
records as indicated by light traps ccapared favorably with records 
from the insectary colony and from field observations . 
� &nergence 
The a.I'JicyWOm p1pates in the soil to a depth rarely exceeding 
two inches 1 more often at an inch or less . The pupal cell, formed fran 
a small amount of silk sp1n by the prepupa, is oval in shape and 
incompletel)" formed. The cell usuall)" forms a little earthen pocket 
in loose soil or in cracks of harder soil . Arter breaking through 
the J"lpal coverings, the aoth pushes its way to the surface and hangs 
on debris or foliage until its wings have stretched and its body has 
hardened, a process which usually requires about three hours . 
In experblents to determine if' one sex emerged earlier than the 
other, results were essentially negative . There was some indication 
that of' specimens pupating on the same day, the females began emerging 
slightly earlier than the males, but thi s time advantage of' the females 
in eleven such grou.ps was never greater than one da7. However 1 in no 
case did lllale emergence begin earlier than did fEiftale emergence. 
Mating 
Mating usual17 occurs in from one to three days after emergence 
of' the adult. Apparently only' one mating is required to fertili ze the 
entire life prodnction of eggs of a .female . One fEmale, isolated from 
males af'ter mating, deposited 1759 eggs, all of' which were fertile . The 
mating position is end to end. 'l'he Moths occasionally become stuck 
together in the mating process and cannot be separated. The frequency 
of' this occurrence is greatest during hot, dry weather. 
Exp eriments were conducted to determine whether polygamy occurs 
among feaale armyworm moths . Two containers were set up with two females 
and one male in each; three with three females and one male ; and six 
with four females and one male. In no case was there evidence of 
pal7gaJ117. Fertile eggs were obtained frca only one female in any of 
the combinations . Infertile eggs were obtained from more than one 
female in several cases, indicating that oviposition without fertili­
zation occurs in the species . 
Oviposition without Fertilization 
Fifteen virgin females were i solated tor further obs ervations 
on oviposition without fertilization. Only three or the fifteen moths 
deposited eggs, one of these moths deposited fifty and another only 
four. These observations indicate that oviposition without fertili zation 
is infrequent and the haphazard arrangement of the eggs indicates that 
the deposition of infertile eggs might require greater effort than the 
deposition of fertile eggs. The same situation has been reported in 
the ease of the fall armyworm, Laphygma rrogiperda, by Luginbill (1928) . 
Time � Place or Oviposition 
The WTiter has not observed the ovipositing act of the moth in 
the field, but he has observed it at nmnerous times among caged moths. 
Riley (1876) once offered a reward of ten thousand dollars to anyone 
finding the eggs of the species in the field; the fact that there were 
no takers testifies to the difficulty- of such a discovet7. This is due 
to the moth' s habit of concealing the eggs in tight places . Despite 
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shortcomings in actual field observations of the eggs, much knowledge 
on the preferred oviposition sites of the moth has been gained through 
breeding cage work, field observations of freshly hatched larvae, and 
in the writings of some who have succeeded in finding the eggs in nature. 
From all evidence available, it seems that the moth oviposits 
110st frequently in tight places as provided by the narrow space between 
the sheath and blade of growing grasses or the same in cut, dried 
straw or corn stalks .  In experiments in which the moths were given 
a choice, they showed a decided preference f'or the latter . Also the 
moth will deposit her eggs readily in a narrow, tender grass blade 
which bas a t.adeucy to told lengthwi se and stick (figure 10) . 
Subsequent to his 1876 work, Biley persisted in his study' of' 
the ann.ywom egg and in his 1883 report stated that there was aatis- ­
.tacto1'7 proof' that early in the season the moths o'Viposi ted by 
preference in the cut straw of haJ8tacks, and even in old fodder shocks 
of corn sta.l.ks . He reported that old bits of corn stalk from various 
localities had repeatedly been found with armyworm eggs thrust under 
the outer sheath. He also reported that year-old stalks of grass like­
wise contained eggs . The writer is pretty well convinced that such are 
the favorite, but not necessarily the usual, oviposition sites of the 
anayworm moth for reasons outlined below: 
1. In earl7 spring the first young wonn.s are found almost 
exclusively beneath old straw in the fields or under new grain which 
has been trampled, :mowed, or blown down. In such situations , even when 
Figure lD. Egg masses of Pseudaletia unipmcta 
shoving manner of concealment. 
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other forms of protection from the elements are available, a greater 
concentration of young wonns i s  found under the straw. 
2.  Adult moths discovered in nature are im"ariably found rest­
ing in old or �rampled straw. 
3. Ri.ley (1883) reported that numerous eggs had been found in 
old straw and fodder. 
4. Ex:periments by" the writer showed more frequent ovi. position 
on straw than on grass . Further experiments showed more frequent ovi­
position on folded paper strips than on fresh, succulent, potted grass 
plants . The strips more nearly' resttnble straw than grass in physical 
properties. 
S. The moths show a distinct preference for· cracks and crevices 
which are more numerous in stubble than in a freSh plant. 
Despite this apparent preference for stubble, the space between 
the sheath and blade of fresh grasses is readily utilized as an ovi­
position site and although not favored, is probably used more than 
stubble because of its greater aftilabili t:r. 
The fact that .folded paper strips as described in the materials 
and methods section are superior oviposition sites is evidenced by the 
data obtained froa experiments utilizing various grasses and the paper 
strips. The tests were run for three days during the peak of the second 
brood oviposition period. Paper strips and six kinds of grasses were 
used (see table 6) . The grasses were planted in individual clay nower 
pots and the paper was inserted into the dirt of the flower pot. Four 
replications were used on each of the three days . The results are given 
in table 6. 
TABLE VI 
NUMBERS OF mGS DEPOSITED BY FFMAL&S OF l• \Uil.pecta 
ON VARIOUS OVIPOSITION MEDIA, 19$7 
SQdan Daliis Johnson 
Date llleat Oats Bar1!Z Grass Grass Grass 
Juq 1.3 0 0 19 0 lao 78 
Jul7 14 178 24 so 0 106 88 
Jul.)" lS 32 0 88 1S 35 0 









In the absence or good oviposition sites, the moth will deposit 
her eggs in available places, but almost alw�s in a tight place. Eggs 
were frequentq round beneath the paper covering on the floor of rear­
ing j ars and in crumpled paper towels placed in cages for hiding places. 
The most u.maaua1 site which the wri tar observed was on the narrow por­
tion or the 1d.ng of a luna aoth, when both speci.Jlens were caught in a 
live trap. It is interesting to note that the site in this case was 
surprisingl:y simi Jar to a grass blade. 
Orlposition DDntal.l7 begins atter light begins to fade in late 
afternoon and seemingly continu.es until all eggs readJ' tor deposition 
on a given day have been deposited. Ovipodti on is ccapleted during 
the earlJ' hours of the night Ulllesa the act is delqed. by excessive 
artificial light. C>npoai tion has been obserted in some instances in 
daylight, but onl7 on heavil7 clouded days. 
The writer has records of oviposition at tEmperature readings 
as low as 38° F. and as high as 9S° F. 
Manner or Oviposition 
The aethod or ov.l.posi tion in the species was observed by 
allowing the moth to orlpoai t in a anall slit between two glass mi oro­
scope slides. The slides were prepared by placing a piece of match­
box cardboard at each end between the slides which were held together 
with Scotch tape, thus leaving a slight apace between the slides. 
A female moth reaqy tor oviposition shows a slightly nervous 
behavior. T)pically her wings vibrate at a quick, j erky pace, and she 
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crawls or nutters about w1 th her abdCIIlen bent forward and downward 
td th ov:l.posi tor extended. In this position she crawls nervou sl7 tor­
ward aoving her abdomen fraa side to side in an arc with the oviposi­
tor in contact with the substrate . When she finds a BUitable oviposi­
tion site such as the glass slides described above, folded paper, or 
under more natural conditions, straw or a grass blade, she thrusts her 
ovipositor far forward ill the alit and begins to depoai t her eggs singly. 
In a grass blade, her ovipositor serves to form a creas e and a stickY 
secretion from her colleterial glands seals the blade . The .first egg 
is deposited at the greatest distance inward to which her ovipoaitor 
will reach. The avipoai tor is then moved oattward with each successive 
egg deposition until the edge is reached. This contirmes until the 
female is disturbed, until she reaches an obstruction, or until all of 
her mature eggs have been deposited. 
� � Oviposition 
On the evening of May 231 1957, in lnoxville, six female moths, 
isolated in rearing jars, were Observed in the act of oviposition. 
The time that oviposition commenced was recorded for each f'anale and at 
the end or a particular period. of orlposi t.ion, the paper was removed, 
the tble interval. written on the paper, and the old paper replaced by' 
a fresh one. At the end or all oT.l.position the totals were recorded. 
ftle resu.l ts are in table 7. 
Fra1l the data in thi s table, it can be seen that the moths deposited 
their eggs in masses at a rate which ranged from 3.8 to 7 eggs per 
minute and averaged about S eggs per minute . In the case of these 
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TABLE VII 
RAT� OF OVI FOSITIOK OF SII FPMALE MOTHS, f. unip'Uncta, MAY 23, 1957 
faule T.1ae of liiiition of IDiber of Lte 
Hwlber OYiposition Oviposition lcss Deposited (No. /Min. ) 
1 6 :10-6:h0 P. M. � Min. 210 7 .0 
2 6 :12-6 : 25 P. M. 13 Min. 4S 
6 :27-6 :bo P. M. 1.3 Min. so 3.8 
.3 6 : 2.3-6d,o P. M. 17 Hi.n • 78 4.6 
4 6 :1�-7 :03 P. M. 23 Min. llO 4. 8 
' 6 :40-6 :5$ P. M. 15 Min. 75 
6 :57-7 :10 P. M. 13 Min. 48 4. 4 
6 6 :Lo-6 :SS P. M. 1.$ Min. 87 $. 8 
x.....-
of 
a .. ... .. li.S 111D. 88 5.03 
six moths, arlposition began at 6 :10 p.a. and was ccapleted at 7 :10 
p.m. The time averaged 17 .$  minutes for each of the egg masses and 
23 mimtes for each aoth, two moths each depositing two separate masses. 
From the average number ot eggs obtained dail7 from numerous females, 
it would seam that these records closely approximate the dail7 egg 
l.Qing habits of the species . However, on occasion, a moth will 
deposit several egg masses of considerable size in . one day. It must be 
noted that the day of these observations was heavil7 overcast and much 
darker at 6 :00 p.m. than is usual tor the time of year in Tennessee. 
!s, Masses 
As explained in the preceding section, the al'fqWOrm moth deposits 
her eggs in masses . The mass is usuall7 ccaposed of several rows of 
eggs covered with a white adhesive fluid which fastens them together 
and draws the sides of the substrate together so that nothing but a 
narrow gli stening streak is visible. The moth seldom deposits all of 
her eggs in one Jlla.ss, but may depoai t several masses in a given ovi­
position period. The lif'etime egg laying records of several moths are 
given in table 8 to show the relationship of the egg mass to the over­
all orl.posi tion pattem. From the data g1 ven in the table, it can be 
seen that the moth has a preoviposition period of several days after 
emergence (see also table 12) . Once oViposition begins 1 t contirmes " 
tor a period of several days ( see table 10) vi th from one to several 
masses of eggs being deposited each day. After deposition or all eggs 
there is usu� a postoviposition period of a few days before death 
of the moth. Table 9 gives the extremes and aTerages of the IJUilber 
Female Date 
lallber lae!:led 
S48 Mar .  3l 
SS7 Apr. 4 
S62 Apr. 20 
TABLE VIII 
THE mG LAnltl ImX>ROO OF SEVIRAL ABtmK)RM MOTHS 
KNOXVILLE, TalNFSSEE, 19S7 
Dates of lliEler Ute- Date Preod-
Oviposi- Fa of Daily time or position 
tioa lias a Fcgs Total Total Death Period 
Apr. 3 A 169 169 Apr. 15 3 days 
4 B 210 210 
s c 225 
D 142 367 
6 E 68 68 
7 F 21 21 
8 G 3.3 .3.3 868 
Apr. 8 A 106 Apr. lS 4 dqs 
B 172 278 
10 c 110 
D 128 238 516 




E 81 587 
24 F 69 
G 55 124 
2$ H 224 
I 176 1.oo 
26 J 1.37 
K as 222 
27 L 136 136 
29 M .32 
N 1S2 
0 106 290 1759 
Odposi- Pos'EOVi-
tion po sition 
Period Period 
6 days 7 days 
3 dqs 5 daya 
7 da:rs 1 day 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF EnG MASSES AND NUMBER OF IDGS PER MASS DEPOOITED 
BY FEMALES OF Pseudale tia unipuncta DURING EACH OF 
THE FIVE OVIPOSITION PERIODS , 19 57 
Number Bliiil)er -or· Egg Masses� -----NumDer ot Eggs Per 
Flight Period of Number Females 
Number Observations of Masses Observed 
I Mar. 11- 84 15 
May 20 
n Jun. 3- 43 ll. 
Jun . 24 
III Jul . 15- 88 17 
Aug. 12 
IV Aug. 29- 78 17 
Sept. 23 
v Oc t. 20- 34 8 
Nov. 18 
Totals Mar . 11- 327 68 
Nov. 18 
�osi ted El One Female Mass 
&! Ave . §i. Error Ranse 
1-16 5.6 ! 1..19 5-239 




1-10 4.6 + . 71 3-340 -
1-6 4.3 1 .60 35-260 
1-16 4.9 + .40 3-400 -
Ave . St . Error 
uo .6 ! 6.10 
130.2 ! 1.89 
90. 0 ! 7.54 
101.3 + _ 1.oo 
139 .0 :!: 9 .6o 
108.4 :!: 3 . 88 
� 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF IDGS DEPOSITED BY FEMALES OF Pseudaletia unipuncta 
DURING EACH OF THE FIVE OVIPOSITION PERIODS, 19 57 
Period Number Duration of Ovi- Daily Egg Production Total Egg Production 
Flight of Obser- Females 
E
i tion in Dal.! Per Female Per Female 
Number vations Observed ge Ave . St . Error Ranse Ave . !t . lrror Rani! Ave . St . Error 
I* Mar . 11- 15 1-9 4.0 ! 0.63 5-587 154.7 t 21.3 5-1759 619 .2 :!= 131.4 
May 20 
II Jun . 3- 9 1-9 5.3 � o.85 15-732 117 .3 ! 16.4 131-1033 622 .1 + - 107 .0 
Jun. 22 
III Jul. 15- 29 1-10 4.4 :!: 0.37 6-377 62 .0 + 6.8 58-1345 273 .2  + 60.2  - -
Aug. 8 
IV .lug.  29- 17 1-7 4.0 :! o.45 6-380 ll6.2 + 15-1344 464.7 + 89.1 - 10.3 -
Sept. 23 
v Oct. 2o- 8 1-10 4.5 ! 1.04 37-392 131.3 + 4.7 37-1021 590.7 + 41.6 - -
Nov. 18 
seuon Mar. 11 
! 0.24 + + Totals Nov. 18 78 1-10 4.3 5-732 105.6 - 5.4 5-1759 454.3 - 41.56 
* Moths were all wild caught and s ome had undoubtedly deposited eggs before confined. 
� 
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of egg masses and the numb er of eggs per mass which were deposited by 
females in conti.nanent during ·the 19.57 season. The data of table 9 
shows that the �orm moth deposited from one to sixteen egg masses 
during life with an average of 4.8 mas ses. The number of eggs per mass 
ranged froJl three to four-hundred and averaged 108 . 4. Typical egg 
masses are shown in figure 6. 
Duration of Ovipo sition and � Producti on 
Once oviposition has begun by a moth it normally contirmes for a 
week or longer before the female has deposited all of her eggs . The 
extremes and average duration of the oviposition periOd for the five 
19.57 broods of the armywom moth are given in table 10. 
The fecundity o£ the armyworm moth has been neglected in the 
literature and figures that have been recorded are much below those 
observed by the writ er. Riley' s {1883) extreme fi gure is 737 eggs 
counted in the ovaries of a fenale . Slingerland (1897) gives the 
same figure pd is obviou.s� quoting Riley, and Davis and Satterthwait 
(1916) state that the largest number of eggs obtained from a single 
female in their work was 2.54. The writer has recorded the rmmber of 
eggs depo sited by each of numerous specimens . The number of eggs 
deposited averages higher than the maximum figure given by Davi s and 
Satterthwait, and the average approaches the extreme figure of other 
authors . The max:imum number of eggs obtained b7 the writer from a 
single female was 17.59, but it .ust be noted that this was a captured 
specimen which oviposited during the first night of captivity and could. 
have conceivably deposited some eggs prior to her capture . At any rate, 
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the potential of the species would probably be in the neighborhood of 
2000 eggs . Data on the number of eg gs depo sited by the moths per day 
and during. life are presented tor all 1957 broods in table 10. Fran 
the data. given in this table, it can be seen that the annyworm moth, 
in conf'insent <hlring 19S7 in Tennessee, had oviposition periods which 
ranged from one to ten days and averaged 4. 3 days . The Dumber of eggs 
deposited b7 a single !sale per day ranged from five to 732 and 
aYeraged 105.6. The lifetime egg prodaction of the moth varied from a 
low of five to a high of 1759 and averaged 454. 3  eggs. 
Light and Oviposi ti.OD 
P.r� experiments were conducted to determine the effect 
of light on oviposition. Two graT.t.d females were placed, separately 
in one-gallon vide-aouth jars of the usual type and kept in constant 
light. Two gravid feaales were likewi se isolated in jars of the same 
type, which had been painted black with poster ink so that no light 
could enter. These dark jars were kept in constant darkness . All other 
factors were kept constant. All of the moths had normal life spans, 
but in no case were eggs deposited. Dissection after death yielded 
numerous eggs from the body' of each aoth, more than one thousand in 
each constant-light moth and one constant-dark aoth, and nearl7 two 
hundred in the rem•i ning constant�rk moth. No conclusions can be 
drawn !roll the us e of so ·f'ev specillens, but the indication is that the 
moth requires for oviposition a photoperiod of alternate light and dark­
ness . It is planned to conduct further experiments on the effect of 
this and other piv'Bical. factors on the habits of the moth in future studi es. 
� Elapsing Between Emergence and Oviposition 
To determine the interval of time between sergence of the 
female moth frca the papa and o'Yiposi tion, a series of f'emale •oths 
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in each brood was isolated with one or two males, all of which had 
•erged on the same da7. The first day of egg deposition was recorded 
tor each f'aaale. Table 11 shows some c�ge records of female moths 
concerning the time interval between eaergence and oviposition during 
different mouths of the y-ear. Table 12 g1 ves the extremes and averages 
for each 1957 brood. The period ranged fraa three to seventeen days 
and aTeraged 6.05 days tor the entire season . Standard errors of the 
means indicate little difference in the average of this period from 
brood to brooct. 
Longevi tz 2!_ the � 
The aTerage lite-apan of the a.m;rwo:rm aoth in captivity is in 
the neighborhood of ten days, but moths have been kept alive by the 
writer tor three weeks and longer. In the insectary rearing of 2.61 
moths on which longeri. ty records were kept, the length of life ranged 
tram one to twenty-seven days and averaged nine days for males and 
ten days tor females. The results of longevity records are given in 
table 13. 
Sufficient liquid tood and ataoapheric moisture were found to 
be the aost important factors influencing the longevity of adults. 
Extreme summer teMperatures were or no consequence except in the absence 
ot sufficient humidity. In July, 19$7, a high mortali tz rate among 
caged moths on extr•ely hot days was corrected by draping a wet towel 
over the cage. 
TABLE li 
TIME ELAPSING BETWEEN DmRGENCE AND OVI POSITION OF Pseudaletia 
unipuncta A'l' VARIOUS TIMES WRING 19$7 IN TIDISSEE 
specii. Di.t8 ot  :Date ot Length of 
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Iaber •ergence Ofi�sitiQD Interval in DQB 
S36A-6 April 23 April 29 6 
I-6 April 29 Hq 6  7 
S36A-$ April )) May 8 8 
I-4 Mq 8 May- 14 7 
22 June 3 June 8 5 
24 June 4 June 8 4 
22A Juq lS- Jul7 18 .3 
lOS August 29 Septanber .3 s 
116 Septeaber 6 Septaaber ll 5 
130 Sept•ber 9 Sept•ber 13 4 
TABLE nr 
RIDORm OF LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN DlmiE2lCE AND OVIPOSITION 
OF Pswdaletia unipullCta DURING EACH OF THE FIVE 
FLfcm PPRIOOO IN TENNESSEE, 19$7 
I Mar. 11-Mq 20 4 6-8 6. 8 
... - 0.15 
II Jun. 3-Jua. 24 10 3-10 $ . 9 + - 0 . 70 
III Jul . 1$-Aug. 12 23 4-10 $ . 6  
... - 0. 35 
IV Aug. 29-Bept. 23 17 3-14 5 . 9  
.. 
- 0.73 
v Oct. 20-Nov. 11 7 5-17 7 . 8 
.. - 1.68 
Totals Mar. ll-liov. 11 61 3-17 6 . 05 
... 












LONGEVITY IN DAYS OF ADULTS OF Pseudaletia unipunota DURING 












Oct . 20.. 
Nov. ll 
Mar. 11-
Nov .  11. 











Range Ave . St. Error Rani! 
3-19 ll.4 :t 1.41 3-18 
4-18 10.2  t o.83 4-24 
1-24 8.5 ! 0.81 2-22 
3-20 8 .3 ! o.58 3-20 
5-22 11.7 :!: 1. 5! 5-27 
1-24 9.0 � o.41 2-27 
Females 
Ave . St. �ror 
11. 2  � 1.43 
12 .2 � 1.85 
8.5 ! o.51 
8 .5 :!: o.68 
15.0  ! 1.49 





Description ( see figure 6) 
The egg of the armyworm moth is perfectly spherical and measures 
from 0.6 to O .  7 mm . in diameter. Under low magn:lfication the surface 
appears amooth, but at 54X and above the shell can be seen to be 
marked vi th very f'ine, parallel ridges running fr011 one pole to the 
other. The color of the egg when first deposited varies from white to 
pale yellow, becOIIling a dark yellow after about twenty--four hours. 
baediately preceding hatching, the egg becomes fran dark gray t� black 
resulting from the dark head of the larva showing through the shell. 
Infertile eggs never progress beyond the pale yellow color phase. 
Length of Incubation Period 
Teperature is the most important factor in the duration of the 
egg stage . Humidity, while playing a major role in the hatching of 
eggs, apparentl.7 is or only lli.nor importance in the length or the 
incubation period. . When eggs kept in a dry place hatch at all, they 
do so in the same length of time as those in a moist Place. 
Between March 25, 1957, and Nove111ber 23, at Knoxville, Tennesse.e, 
a total of 271 egg masses was obtained on which incubation period records 
were kept. Dlring this time the shortest period of incubation was three 
days, the longest twenty-fo\lr days, and the average 6. 4 days . The 
longest periods occurred during a cool spell in mid-April and in fall, 
while the shortest occurred in mid-swaer. Table 14 gives data showing 
the length or the incubation periods during each of the five 1957 broods. 
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TABLE XIV 










OORING EA.CH OF THE FIVE BROOm, 19S7 
Period of Nuaber of Mean 
Obsenationa Masses T erature 
Mar. 25-Ma,. 13 90 
0 
64. 3 F. 
Jun. 6-Jun. 21 52 78. 6° F. 
Jul. 19-Aug. 10 45 
0 
79 . 7  F. 
Aug. )J-8ept. 21 43 76. 9° F. 
Oct. 2.5-lov. 23 41 .$2 .9° F. 
Mar. 2.$-HoT. 23 271 
Incubation Period 
in 
3-15 6. 6 + - 1.07 
.3-5 3.6  
.. - 0.03 
3-4 3. 2 ... - o.o6 
3-S 3 .6  + - 0.09 
6-24 16.0 ... - 0 . 77 
3-24 6.4 
... - 1.62 
r 
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The temperature influence may be seen by · examining the mean . tEDperatures 
for each period given in the table . 
Fertility and Hatching Percentages 
Fertility or the egg of an armywonn m.oth may be ascertained by 
the darkening color of the egg . Egg masses or individual eggs in a 
mass which do not become deep yellow by the second or third day after 
depo sition are alwaya found to be infertile. Most of the eggs in a 
mass fratt a fertilized female hatch; however, almost invariably a small 
percentage fails to hatch. This i s  probably not due to infertility of 
the eggs in question, but rather to injury by' earl.7 emerging larvae or 
the same mass. 
Frequently during extrElllely hot, dry periods the entire egg 
production of a fana.le motl_l fails to hatch, or certain m.asses do not 
hatch while other mas ses from the same female do hatch. The failure 
or all egg mas ses of a female to hatch is undoubtedly due to the 
failure of the moths to mate at high taaperature and low humidity rather 
than to the effect of these factors on the eggs themselves , since 
moisture suppli ed to such egg masses upon deposition fails to induce 
hatching . When some egg mas se s of a female batch while others do not, 
deficient moisture is apparently the lim1 ting factor since half of such 
an egg mas s supplied with moisture hatches, while the other half, 
without added JDOisture, fails to hatch. Table 15 gives the hatching 
percentages or eggs for all five broods of 1957. Data in this table 
indicate a nearl7 complete hatching percentage or eggs during the cool 
months of spring and fall while the hot months of summer show a relatively 
TABLE I.V 
HATCHING BIDORDS OF EOOS OF Ps81ldaletia unipuncta DURING EACH 
OF THE FIVE OVIFOSITIOI PmiODS, 1957 
FUiht Period of 
Haber Observations 
I Mar. ll-Hq 20 
II Jun. 3-Jun. 24 
III Jul. 15-Aug. 12 
IV Aug. 29-5ept.  23 
v Oct. 20-NoT. ll 







34 .  
418 
Chi-square for homogeneitJ' = 13, 6.76; 
Total lfuaber Per cent 
Ius Hatched Hatched 
9, ))8 9, 127 98.0 
5, .599 4, 392 78. 4  
ll, l89 3, 270 29.2  
ll, 9S5 7,477 62 • .5 
4, 726 4, 618 97. 7  
b2, 777 28, 884 67. 5 
probabili t7 = L.OOOl 
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low hatching percentage. The intluence of t.perature on egg hatching 
is indicated. As discussed abOYe, thi s influence is appareotq cloael7 
associated vi th aoisture requiiWlents ot the aoths and the eggs. 
The cbi-aquare test tor ha�ageneity- indicates that the saaples 
are not frca a hoaogeneous pop11].ation, !· !• , there is not a un:itol'll 
probabillt7 tor egg hatching froa brood to brood. 
The Larva 
General Description � the Mature Lana (figures 111 12, and 13) 
This description is a •odification ot that of Cruab (1927) . 
Head ).0  to 3.S .. . broad. Bod7 about 3>-JS mm .  long and s.s-
6 • .5 mm .  broad at broadest point; skin •ooth; general color varying 
frca red through pinkish and pale gray to the more usual dark gray or 
greenish-gra7. The usual coloration as tollova : ground color yellow­
ish or gra)'ish or greeDiah-gra7, more or less tiqed vi th pinkish; 
dorsal area with setigerous tubercles I and II stro� int'uscated 
(figure 13, I and II ) ;  setigerous tubercle II w.l th a narrow black 
stripe near its base; subdorsal area pale, slightly intuscated; 
apiracular area hea'ri.l.7 infuscated or black includi.ng the spiracle; 
su.b-spiracular area pale tinged vi th pink; spiracles ent1rel7 black; 
head pale gray slightly tinged with brown with black subnedian stripes 
and reticulation; frontal punctures (figure 11, Fa} nearl:r always below 
the line of the .frontal setae; cerri.cal shield concolorous with adj acent 
parts but with three pale lines stroDC17 outlined in black ( figure 12, 
Cv Sh) . 
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S i xth l n star Larva, Pse ud alet ia u n ipu nc ta, Latera l View 
o.iiii .. 
Antenna, Lateral Vi ew Head, Lateral Vi ew Head, A n te r ior V i ew Head, Ventre-poster ior View 
0� 
Left Mandible, Metal View Lob rum 
Le ft Maxilla, Ventro-poaterior View . 
Figure 11. Externai featUres of the sixth instar larva of Pseudaletia 
unipuncta vi th details of the head and mouthparts . Ab-abdominal segment; 
ACA-antacoria; Ad£ Scl-adfrontal sclerite; An Pl.-anal proleg; Ant-antenna ; 
Cd-cardo ; Cl-tarsal claw; Clp-clypeus ; ipS-epicranial suture ; Fr-femur; Frs­
frons ; H-head; LH-long hair ( sensillum tri chodewn) ; lb-labium; 1m-labrum; 
Md-mandible; Mx-maxilla; MxPlp-ma:x:illary pal pus ; Oc-ocellus ; Plpg-palpiger; 
SB-sensillum basiconicum; Sh- short hair ( sensillum tri.chodeum) ; SBS-small 
sensillum basiconicum; Sp-spinneret; SS-sensillum styloconicum; St-stipes ;  
Tar-tarsus;  Th-thoracic segment; Tib-tibia; Vevgl-ventral eversible gland; 
VP!-ventral proleg . Setae and punctures : Adf-adfrontal ; F-frontal; G-genal; 
L-lateral ; M-median ; 0-ocellar; P-posterior; SO-subocellar; 1-ultraposterlor. 
-
0.5 m m  
Ventra l View 
Thora x Dor s a l  . V i ew 
Figure 12 . External features of the thorax of the sixth 
instar larva of PSeudaletia uni�ta. OvSh-cervical shield; 
fh1-prothorax; Th2-mesothorax; J-metathorax; TSt-thoracic sternum. 
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Te T g  
Abd omen, Dor sal V i ew 
Abd om en, Ventral View 
oliiim 
Prol e Q, Abd. SeQ. IV, Lateral Vi ew Ventr41 V ie-w 
Figure 13. External features of the abdomen of the sixth 
instar larva of Pseudaletia unipuncta. AnPl-anal proleg; Cr-crochets ; 
MDA-median depressed area; 81-�0-abdominal. stema 1 to 10 ; T1 to 
T
10-abdominal terga 1 to 10 ; VPl-ventral proleg; I, ll, III-setigerous 
tubercles I, II, and III. 
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Description of Other Instars 
The newly hatched annyworm larva head capsule measurement 
averages • 35 mm .  in width; the body length averages 1. 8 mm .  The color 
is dllll wh:i te except for the head which is brownish-black . The front 
two pairs of prolegs are underdeveloped. 
The second instar larva head capsule averages . 51 mm . in width; 
the body length averages 1.8 mm .  Prominent color features are the 
medium yellow head wi. th black ocelli and brown mandibles, and the 
yellowish-green tinge of the abdomen wi. th very faint longitudinal lines 
more characteristic of later instars . 
The third instar larva head capsule averages • 94 mm . in width; 
the body length averages 7 :mm. There is little color change from the 
preceding instar exc ept in the increased prominence of the longitudinal 
stripes . 
The fourth instar larva head capsmle averages 1. 5 mm . in width; 
the body length averages 11 mm . The head becanes a darker color, 
approaching brown, with. reticulations so characteristic of the mature 
larva. The abdomen takes on a deeper grayish-green color and the cervi .. 
cal shield becomes more prominent. Other features and habits · are those 
of the mature larva. 
The fifth instar larva head capsule averages 2 . 3  mm . in width; 
the body length averages 18-20 mm. The general description fits that 
of the mature, sixth instar larva already given. 
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General Habits of the Larva - -
Upon hatching, the young woms devour the shells of the eggs 
frau which they hatched and rEtRain quiet for several hours thereafter . 
After this initial rest period, the larvae begin food-getting activities . 
They move with a looping motion resulting from the underdevelopnent or 
the first two pairs or prolegs . First instar larvae are positively 
phototactic and becaus e of this reaction they are COJIImonly found at 
the uppemost part or plants shortly after hatching. Thi s response 
i s a usefUl one since the young larvae are dependent upon tender plant 
tissue such as that found at the growing tips . The first stage "worms " 
skeletonize the leaves on which they feed (figure 6) . When disturbed, 
the young armyworm larva drops suspended from a silken thread which 
it spins . This habit undoubtedly serves to some extent in dispersion 
and as a means of' escape. After dropping, the 11wo:nns 11 are s een to bend 
to the charact eristic C-shapecl curl of the cut�rms , and remain motion-
less in that position for some time . The second instar larvae do not 
differ in habits froa those of the first . The habit of looping and 
skeletonizing is lost in the third instar. Instead, the larvae 
crawl about with the venter in contact with the substrate and eat holes 
in the leaves from the edges inward to the mid-rib . When disturbed, 
larvae in this and subsequent insta.rs fall to the ground without the 
benefit of the silken thread and as sume the C-shaped curl. The third 
through sixth ins tars all have common habits . Larvae in these ins tars 
are active at dusk and dawn and do most o:t their feeding at night. 
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During the day they remain concealed under foliage of host plants or 
under debris in the field. This habit of concealment is one of the 
most i:m.portant factors in the armyworm 1 s ability to escape early 
detection. Not until the "worms" have matured and begun their gregarious 
march f'or additional food are they conspicuous . Another important 
factor in their escape from earl.7 detection is the relative amount of 
food conSUDled by the various instars . Da'Vis and Satterthwait (1916) 
found that for a total of 108 individual armyworms, the average amount 
of foliage conSWiled per worm was 41 • .39 4 square inches and the average 
for the same individuals in the sixth instar alone was 34.128 square 
inches, the amount of foliage conSWiled by the sixth instar being 80 
per cent of all foliage eaten during the entire larval period. This 
remarkable voracity of the armyworm in its last larval instar along 
with its concealment by' day, helps to explain its sudden discovery in 
such enonnous and dest:nlcti ve n\Uibers onl)" when it is nearly full-grown. 
After the a.riQ'WOnrl larva has conBWiled sufficient food, it crawls 
into the soil where the prepupa foras the pupal cell and molts to form 
the pupa. 
The capacity- of the armyworm for injury is enormous . Davis and 
Satterthwai t (1916) state that according to feeding records, five army­
worm larvae could devour two corn plants two feet high. These authors 
state that 8, 890 corn plants to the acre would require 21, 473 "woms" 
to destroy an acre of corn two feet high. This represents the potential 
progeny of not more than lao moths. 
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Duration of Larval Life 
The duration of larval life is influenced mainly by prevailing 
temperatures and availability of food. The period is greatly extended 
dnring winter months and much abbreviated during the wanner parts of 
the year . The writer has observed c0111.plete larnl developnent from 
eclosion to pupation in as few as twenty days in June and July, while 
he has recorded an individual specimen reaairdng in a single in star, 
the fifth, for 130 days, during the winter months. Another specimen, 
observed from eclosion to pu.pa:tion during winter months, had a larval 
developaent period of 118 days. 
Aside from the overwintering brood, larval developaent vas com­
pleted in from twent7 to f'orty-eight days and averaged about twenty­
eight days. 
�ring June and July, 1957, close records were kept on the length 
of the various instars for several groups of larvae, two hundred in each 
group. The total larvae caapleting an instar on a particular day was 
recorded, and when 80 per cent of a group had COJipleted an instar by 
a certain date, that date was taken as the date of caap�etion of the 
in:star f'or the group. All larvae were supplied vi th surplus quanti ties 
of food dai�. The records of f'ive such groups are given in table 16. 
The sixth instar is always the longest in duration during the 
SUJI'IIIler months ; however, among overwintering larvae 1 the middle instars 
are usually the longest, since the late instars are present toward 
spring when the weather is warmer. 
TABLE XVI 
DURATION OF THE VARIOUS INSTARS AND LENGTH OF LARVAL LIFE 
IN FIVE GROUPS OF Pseudaletia uni�ta 
JUNE 12, 1957 'l'HROOGH JULY 12, 19 7 
lleijU\ \!F li .,. 
Ins tar I II III IV 
First 2 3 3 3 
Second 2 3 3 2 
Third 4 2 3 3 
Fourth 2 3 2 3 
Fifth 5 4 4 4 
Sixth 10 7 7 10 
ti\&1 












Inasmuch as the species does significant damage onlY in the 
late instars, the total larYal develop�ental period is of more conse­
quence than the length of time in the various instars. The expected 
tiae of the appearance of mature larvae in the field is a factor of 
considerable iaportance. During each of the four full broods of 1957, 
the wr1 ter recorded the min:l.llwa and maximuJft periods of larval develop­
ment on every group of inseetaey-reared armyworms, and fr0111 these data 
determined the rate of larval develoJDent for each brood. The results 
are presented in table 17. From the data in thi s table it can be seen 
that the min:i.mum period of time required for completion or larval life, 
tvent7 dq's, was observed in ear� summer and the max:i.mum period., forty-­
eight da7s, was observed in fall. The average . duration of larval life 
Taried from 23.1 dqs in early' SUllllller to 34.6 days in spring . Comparison 
of data on duration of larYal life and the mean taaperature for the 
period shows the effect of tEaperature on develoJaent . These data might 
be u.se.ful in ccapu.ting the minimum time required for mature larYae to 
appear in an area af'ter a flight of moths has been detected. The 
length of larval life among overwintering specimens vas determined in 
the fall and winter of 1956 and 1957 and that in:f'o:naation is given in 
the section dealing vi th winter studies. 
Ammal Broods 
The IJWilber of annual broods varies vi th the clilftate . Knight 
(1916) reports two broods for New York, while Slingerland (1897 ) reports 
at least three tor that state . Gibson (1915) gives two as the number 
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TABLE XVII 
DURATION OF LARVAL LIFE OF Pseudaletia unipuncta IN EACH OF 
THE FOUR FULL BROODS IN TENNESSEE, l9 57 
Duration or Larval 
BroOd Period of Humber of Mean Deve1�ment in Dal!** 
Number Observations Groups Temperature* Rane .lve . St. Error 
I Mar. 28-May 20 8 66 . 5  24-42 34 .6 :!: 2 . 80 
II June 14-July 15 19 79 . 2  20..30 23 .1 ! 0.51 
III July 24-Aug . 29 ll 79 .2 22-28 25. 0 � 0.74 
IV Sept. 2-Nov. 2 12 65.6 22-48 33 .1 + - 3 .11 
Totals 20-48 27 . 9  ! 1.13 
*In 
oF. 
**From eclosion to pupation. 
of ammal broods in eastern Canada. Howard (1894) states that there 
7h 
are two or three broods in the northern states and perhaps six in the 
South. Knutson (19b4) lists two to three for Minnesota. Walkden (1950) 
gives three for the Central Great Plains and Riley (1883) gives a like 
number for the Obio River area, the Great Lakes, and north to central 
New Yorlc. Walkden and Packard (1940) list three as the general number 
of broods without respect to locali t7. 
During each of the past three :rears, 19S5, 195� and 1957, Tennessee 
has had five broods ot the arJQWOm.. Studies in 1956 indicate that the 
fifth brood overwinters as partlJ' grown larYae . The dates for the 
various broods are given in the section dealing with the seasonal c:ycle . 
Outbreaks 
A1W7W0111S are pre•ent nerr :rear and are among the more numerous 
or the cutworm-like species . When present in oJ1l.7 ordina.I7 JlURlbers, 
' 
thq fee<i sillgl.J' in grassy areas and attract oDl.1' little attention. 
However, under a certain set of conditions not 7et tull7 understood, 
thq become so DUilerous as to devour all of their breeding area food 
betore they attain .tUll growth. An outbreak results . When this 
occurs the lanae are f'orced to move to new areas for food. Unlike 
ManJ' insects under su.ch circuastances, they- exhibit a gregarious habit 
and aove .!!'! !!!!!.!!• This aigratiDg habit gives the species its common 
name . Such circwastanc es do not occur often, perhaps not more often 
than once each ten years or even less in a particular area . The 
gregarious habit contributes largely to the fact that the species is 
1S 
bardl.7 ever destruct! ve in successive years, for when the larvae becoae 
so maerous, they have the serious probl• of traTeling great distances 
for · rood and they expose themselves to wholesale destruction by predators, 
parasites, and infectious diseases .  By this same habit, they lilcewise 
expose thamselTes to easier destruction by the farmer. In Tennessee 
in 1956 and 1957, a suney revealed 32 . 3  and h2 . S  per cent parasitism 
respeeti Tely' and in 19.57, a virus disease allllost C011p1etel.y destro,-ed 
the armyworm population in several fields in Monroe, Lincoln, and 
Franklin counties, and was allla)'B a threat t.o insectary coloDies . The 
effects of natural enemies of the arDIJWOrM are more tu.J.:cy discussed in 
a later section of this work. 
A review of past armyworm outbreaks shows the irregular intervals 
of their occurrence. lh'en though not Talidly in our nomenclature until 
1810, the amyworm has been known as a serious peat since earl7 colonial 
tilaes . The outbreak ot 1743 over all ot the present North Atlantic 
States ia considered to be the first authentic report of widespread 
a.nJTWOrM daage in the United States. A severe outbreak occurred in 
1861 in the eastem United States, in 1881 in the Midwest, and in 191h 
there was a general outbreak in the entire agricultural region west of 
the Roclc7 Mountains and north of the a:w-r. States. Serious outbreaks 
occurred in Canada in 1861, 1865, 1881, 1896, and 1914. 
In recent years localized outbreaks have become more muuerous . 
The recent increase in frequency of localized outbreaks might be due to 
the greater uee of' insecticides which kill off large numbers of para­
sites which nor.aally hold the species in check. 
Other Noctuid Larvae with the Armyworm Habit 
Certain species of Noctuid larvae, other than �. unipuncta� 
sometimes exhibit the annyworm habit of gregarious dispersal, and 
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owing to this habit have been called armyworas . The txue annywonn may 
be distinguished fran these others by' a cCIIlbinati on of the general 
description given on page 63, by the fact that it usually' is found 
feeding on grasses, and by the time of its appearance in a given area. 
Crumb (1927) described and keyed all species of Noctuids known to assume 
the annywom habit . A � of inf'ol"lla.tion on t�e araywom species, 
taken f'r011 Crumb ' s  article, i a  gl.ven in table 18. The reader is 
referred to the origiDal article for detailed descriptions and a 
systematic ke7 to the various species. 
The species most likely to be confused vi th Pseudaletia unipuncta 
in Tennessee are f• phrapatidicola and �· pseudargyria. Laphygma 
fntgl..perda, the fall a:nuyworM, Jli.ght be confUsed w1 th the true armyworm, 
not so much tor its morphological resemblanc e as for its frequent 
appearance in a.I'!Q"WO:nrt popul.ati ons . The writer has prepared a key to 
sepa.ra te these four species, since the three ot the genus Pseu.daletia 
are likeq to be confused even by trained workers, and the fall anny­
wol'Jil is added because of its occasional appearance along with the true 
armyworm in late season outbreaks. Terminology used i n  this key conforms 
to that or figures ll, 12, and 13. 
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TABLE XVIII 
THE SPEI;DS OF NOCTUID LARVAE miiBITING THE ARMYWORM HABI� 





gladaria M�rrison cutwora 





phrapatidicola Guen. Yellow amywo:nn 
Pseudaletia Brow anrJYWOrm 
;esea.daraxia Ouen. 
Neleucania Wheat-headed 
&lbldiaea Huebner armyworm 
Agrotis c-nisrum Spotted 
Linnaeus cutwom 
Peridroma. Variegated 
marsaritosa Haworth cutwona 
LaphD!a Fall arm;ywonn 
fn1gi.perda Smith & 
Abbot 
Prodenia Ssd tropical 
eridania Craaer al"JJ1WWrll 
Prodenia Yellow-striped 
orni thogalli Ouen. armywom 




















grasses , but 
will attack 






Vest of Miss. 
River 
East or Rocky 
Mountains 
Nort;hern U .  s. 
and Canada tor 
entire longitude 
East of Rocky 
Mountains 
East of Rocky 
Mountains 
East of Rockies, 
more northern 
North of latitude 
o£ Ohio River, east 
of Rockies, also in 
Ky. , Ariz. , N. M. , 
and Texas 
Northern U .  S . ,  
including Tenn. 
Entire u. s.  
U. s. west to Nebr. , 
Kans . ,  Tex. ,  & N. M. 
Sou them U. s. 
north to Tenn. 
CoDRon only in South, 
but occurs !rom N� Y. to Fla. 
& westward to Minn. , Nebr. ,  
I .  II. I Ari ••• • 9'11 f· 
Key to the Larvae of Four Noctuid Species Likely to be Taken 
for the True ArllYWOrm in Tennessee 
1. Skin pavaaent gramtlose; each mandible with five distinct teeth; 
no dark longitudinal stripe on the abdomen through setigerous 
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tubercle II • • • . . • . • • . • • • . • . • . • . • . . • . . . • • • • • • •  Laphlgma frugiperda 
Skin smooth; each mandible with but two obscure teeth; with a 
dark long! tudinal stripe on the abdomen through setigerous 
tub�le II • • • • • • . . • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • . • • . • . • . • • • . • • . • . • • • • 2 
2 .  With a pale longitudinal stripe between setigeroo.s tubercles I and 
II ; spiracles entirely black; setigerou.s tubercles n on abdominal 
segment 8 further apart than tubercles I . . • Pseudaletia unipnncta 
W1 th not more than a pale line between setigerous tubercles I and 
II ;  spiracles yellowish or gray with black rila; setigerous tubercles 
II on abdc.inal sepent 8 not further apart than tubercles I • . •  3 
). Spiracalar area strongl7 inf\lscated or b:J_ack, much darker than 
supraspiracular area; spiracles pale yellowi sh with black rims 
• • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • Pseudaletia phrapaatidicola 
Spiracalar area but slightly infuscated or black, but little darker 
than supraspiracular area; spiracles )"ellowish to dark gray wi. th 
black rims • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Pseudaletia pseudargyria 
The Papa 
General Description (figure 6) 
The pupa of Pseu.daletia unipuncta is a typical Noctuid pupa. 
Both sexes measure from 13 to 17 mm. , and average about 14. 5 mm. in 
length, and fraa S.o to 6.0 mm. broad. There are two stiff, converging, 
black thorns (cremasters) at the anal end, each with a fine curled 
hook . The color is a light amber at pupation, but darkens to a shiJV" 
mahogany brown with age. Figure 14 shows the sexual differences of 
the male and female pupa. 
Ma le 
- - - - A 6- -- - - - - ,  
- - - -A1- - - - - - -
8 go- - -- - - - -- A - - - - - - -- go 
- - ... 9 - - - -A - - - - - - - -
Fe ma l e  
Figure 1.4. Teftlinal sepents ot the male and tsaal� pupa 
of Psl!llldaletia Uid.Tra to show S8% differences. v to .A. o_ 
abdan:l.nal sepents to 10; ao-anus; go-gonopore. 
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Place ot Pupation 
Pupation normally occurs in the soil to a depth varying from 
one inch to three inches depending upon texture of the soil and presence 
or absence of cracks suitable for laz-v:al burrowing prior to pupation. 
Pupae in the tield are nonaall:r found "t?eneath dead foliage, clods of 
dirt, or cracks in the soil. In field experiments and observations 
the writer has never observed the pupa to be exposed on the surface of 
the ground. In most cases, the pupa is contained within a little 
ea�hen pocket fomed around the slightly spun silken case made by the 
prepupa. However, this pocket is not necessary since successful 
pupation will occur even on the floor of an open rearing jar where no 
soil or debris is available. 
Duration of the Pupal Stage 
i'-.perature greatly affects the length of the pupal stage of 
the an:nyworm as it does the length of the egg and larval stages . The 
amount of humidi t7 does not appear to be an important factor in deter­
mining the length of the pupal stage . Pupae kept in moist sand do not 
have pupal lengths differing from those maintained in dey' containers 
when both types of containers are kept under the same temperature 
condi ti.ons . 
When taaperature conditions are right, the moths emerge, regard­
less of the season of the year. This relationship is an important factor 
in the failure of the species to overwinter in this stage, for the moths 
are qui� killed upon the return of cold weather after they have 
emerged from the pupa during a wann spell of winter. 
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Observations on the length of the pupal period were made during 
each of the four full broods of 19S7. These records show a range of 
seven to forty days in the pmpal stage and an overall average of lS. l  
days . The results of each of the broods are given in table 19 . 
Duration of the stage during the winter months is  discussed under the 
winter studies section of this work. 
BrOOd 
TABLE XIX 
WRATION OF PUPAL LIFE OF Pseudaletia unipmcta IN 
EACH OF THE FOUR FULL BROODS IN TINN&SSEE, l957 
Period Of IWiber ol 
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Hullber Obsen-ationa Grou;es 
&ration ol PU:pal �e in Days 
Range Ave. St. Error 
I Mq 14...June 10 10 10-17 1). 6  
... - 0 . 31 
II Jul.1' S-Jul7 27 ll 7-13 9 . 8  
... - 0 .44 
III Aug. 1.4-sept. 12 15 8-14 ll. J f o .la 
IV Sept. 28-Hov. 16 8 24-40 31.6 + - 0. 74 
Totals 7-bO 15. 1  + - 1. 76 
SEASONAL STUDIES 
Seasonal Cycle in Tennessee 
Dalri.ng the course of this stuct7, March, 1956, through November, 
1957, the wr1 ter has been able to observe the aJ."!ftYWW:rm for two com­
plete seasons . By coabining information obtained f'r<:llll direct field 
obserYations, insectary rearing a under near natural conditions, and 
light trap data, the seasonal CJ'Cle of' the species in the state has 
been elucidated. 
In earl7 Karch, 1956, overwintering forms began to produce a 
few adults, but rraa a popllation standpoint the active spring flight 
period ot the first 1956 11oths began the first week in April, reached 
its peak the middle or April, and eontirmed through the first week of 
May. This night of aoths deposited the eggs which hatched into the 
first 1956 brood of armyworms. In Jd.d-Ma7, a survey b7 the writer of 
several East Tennessee counties froa Knox to J:ohDson, revealed the 
quite general presence of iMmature a�rm larvae in grain fields 
throughout the area. These larvae reached the sixth and final instar 
by the third week of Ma7 and appeared in destiUcti ve llUI1lbers of out­
break proportions on several farms in the survey area, as well as in 
the Sweetwater V alle7 of Monroe County. The general outbreak culminated 
in earlY June producing adults which were the parents of the second 
1956 brood. The second flight reached its peak in mid-June and 
accounted for seccmd.-brood mature larvae in mid-July, which produced 
adults o! the third brood in late Jul7. B7 late August, the third brood 
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lanae were ma�ure and adults issued in mid-8eptSlber, which were the 
parents of the fourth brood. These fourth-brood larvae matured toward 
mid-October and produced the fifth flight of aoths in earl7 November. 
These moths deposited eggs which hatched and developed into the fifth 
brood wonns which overwintered and produced the first 1957 flight of 
moths the following spring. 
The first 19.57 aoths issued from pupated overwintering larvae, 
from early March to early Mq, but reached their peak in mid-April 
as did their 19S6 counterparts. The 19.57 moths depc(ai ted the eggs 
which gave rise to the first brood larvae of 1957 which matured in 
late MQ' and fro. which the second tlight of moths resulted in early 
June. These aoths produced the second brood larvae which matured in 
earl7 J� and which produced the third flight of aoths in late Jul7 
and earl7 August. The larvae !rca this fiight, the third brood, 
matured in late August and produced the fourth flight of moths in mid­
Septeaber. The fourth brood larvae resulting fran this flight matured 
in mid-October and produced the fifth !light moths in early November. 
These moths deposited eggs which hatched to produce the fifth brood 
larvae which are destined to overwinter and produce the first 1958 
flight of amyworm moths. 
By caaparing the account of the 1956 and 1957 seasonal cycles, 
the reader can see the close correlation of the CJ'Cle in the state for 
those two years. The cycle for the 19.56 season is represented in figure 
1$. 
F.l.gnre 15. Graphic representation of the seasonal cycle of 
Pseudaletia unipuncta in Tennessee. 
as 
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Winter Studies, 1956-57 
A cloak of confusion has hung over the winter activities of the 
armywom because most studies have dealt with the species only' during 
outbreak periods of major outbreak years . Adding to the confusion 
is the fall armywonn, Lapl1ygma frugiperda, which i s  preserved as a 
permanent resident only in the warmer parts of the South, passing the 
winter in the United States in that region included in the tropical 
life zone. This insect becomes redistributed each year by migrati ons 
of the moths over most of the austral regi on {Luginbill, 1928) .  Becaus e 
of the similarity of the fall armywonn to the true armywonn, f. unipuncta, 
in structure, gregariousness, and common name, this migratory habit 
has often been attributed to the true a.rm.yworm in explanation of its 
sudden appearance in the spring. To help clarify this situation and 
to elucidate the real overwintering status of the true armywonn in tem­
perate regions, a three-phase study of the winter habits of the species 
was conducted in the fall and winter of 1956-57, the methods and results 
of which are herewith presented. 
Winter Study Number One 
This phase of the winter study was conducted to determine the 
ability or the a.nnyworm to overwinter in Tennessee under natural con­
ditions. On October 18, 1956, laO sixth-instar amyworm larvae from 
the insectary colony were released, 20 each, in two cylindrical screen­
wire baskets, 18 inches tall and 12 inches in diameter, open at one 
end. These containers had previously been partly filled to a depth of 
several inches with soil and grass removed from a likely looking �-
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worm habitat (figure 16) . Each container was then placed in a hole 
frca which the soil had been reaoved. A portable plastic screen cage, 
6 feet by 6 feet by 6 feet, open at the bottom and with a zipper open­
ing on one side, was placed over the area where the baskets were located. 
The frme of the cage was of one-half inch iron pipe, the four corners 
driven into the ground and packed with soil in a fold of the screen 
(figure 17) .  Larvae of instars other than the sixth developed in the 
insectar.r colony in late December, 1956, and by January 7, 1957, larvae 
of the first five instars had been similarl7 released. Tvent7 speci­
mens each of the first, second, third, and fourth larval instars 
were released into clay nower pots of 4-, 5-, 6-, and 8-inch top 
diameters respectivel.7. Fifth instar larvae were released into wire 
baskets of the same dimensions as the one previous� described for 
sixth-instar specimens. All containers were manipulated as already 
described. <l>serva tions of the contents of each container were made 
at irregular intervals throughout the fall and winter, with daily obser­
vations as spring neared. Soil temperatures were taken at frequent 
intenals, for the aost part dail;r, throughout the period of study' 
(table 20) .  As pupation approached, cheese-cloth was tied around the 
top of containers to preTent the escape or emerging adults . On 
March 25, 1957, the specimens, after having obviously withstood the 
winter, were removed fraa each container to individual metal salve 
boxes and kept at outside tEIIperatures until developaent was completed. 
Figure 16. Containers used £or releasing a:nrcywo:nn. 
larvae under natural field conditions. 
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F.1gure 17. Portable screen cage used for confining 




SOIL TEMPERATURES IN WINTER FIELD CAGE, 1956-57 
&'Ee ol * · fiiPira&re Date of T-.perature 
leading a in OF.** Beadings* in · or.** 
1956 : Oct. 18 66 1957 : Feb. 8 54 
22 64 9 53 
24 65 11 41 
29 61 12 .31 
1.3 .34 
Nov. 5 63 14 34 
7 63 15 29 
9 51 16 � 
18 27 
1957 : Jan . .. 5 43 19 La 
7 45 20 29 
8 41 21 29 
9 49 22 32 
lO 48 23 32 
11 41 25 38 
l4 4.3 26 50 
15 U> 27 48 
16 38 
17 32 Mar. 1 31 
18 21 2 34 
19 21 4 30 
21 25 5 40 
22  .38 6 40 
23 35 8 32 
24 .31 9 .30 
25 37 11 30 
28 39 12 50 
29 S3 13 42 
30 42 14 45 
31 44 15 50 
16 34 
Feb . 2 38 18 36 
4 40 19 49 
s 48 20 42 
6 51 21 31 
7 54 22 42 
* Readings at midda7 
** At the soil surface just below mat of covering yegetation 
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With one exception, all surviving sixth instar larvae, released 
on October 17, 1956, had pupated by October 29, 1956, and adults had 
eerged in Decsnber, 19$6. This coincided with the presence of adults 
in the greenhouse light trap during December, 1956, from which were 
obtained colo� "worms" which had been released into baskets in the 
first week or Janua.I"7, 19$7. The one exception among the sixth instar 
"worms" released on October 17, 1956, was a specimen which was still a 
sixth instar larva on Febru.a.I7 21, 1957, and which pupated on March 11, 
1957, with the adult emerging on or before March 21, 1957. A total of 
128 days had b een spent as a mature larva and prepupa, as compared to 
an average of' about ten days for other members of' the same batch under 
the same conditions. This exception might be due to the specimen ' s  
doing 11 ttle or no feeding, with consequent:cy- an arresting developnent 
long enough for later low ta.peratures to produce their effect. 
The first five instars, released during the first week or 
January, 19$71 had varying degrees of succ·ess in overwintering, and a 
portion or all or these instars successfully withstood the winter and 
Emerged as a�ts during March, .April, and Hq, 19571 the normal months 
tor the .first flight o:t moths each spring, as indicated by light trap 
collections. or the 100 larvae in the first five instars released in 
earlJ' January, 19571 55 became pupae between early March and mid-May, 
19S7, and 5o successfully •erged. Adults of' all groups were success­
fully mated and produced offspring. It tight be added that the coldest 
teaperatures or the winter came in JB.JDlar7 after all larvae had been 




R�ORDS OF ALL INSTARS OF Pseudaletia unipnncta LARVAE 
RELEASED D'TO FIELD CAGES DURING THE FALL 
AND WINTER OF 19$6-57, KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 
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Cage source ol tarft1 Date &her Pu)!!tiy Adult Eme�ence Fertile 
1\Daber SE!cillens In star Bel eased. Bel eased lo. Pd. No .  Pd. F«ss 
1* F. c. S2.3 VI Oct . 17, 1 56 40 26 Oct·. 10 Dec. , • $6 ** 
22-29 
2 F.C. S36c I Jan. .3, 1 57 20 12 Apr. l8- 12 May 1.3- Yes 
May l 
.3 F. C. 536b II Jan. 3, ' 51 20 8 Apr. 22- 6 Mq 7-11 Yes 
26 
4 F. C. S36a III Jan. 3, ' 57 20 11 Apr. l8- 10 Apr. 21-26 Yes 
21 
F. C .  S.36a IV Jan. 3, ' 57 20 7 Apr. 3- 7 Apr. 26-30 Yes 
18 
6 F.C.  S.36a v Jan. 7, ' 57 20 17 Early 15 Mid-March Yes 
March Apr. 29 
* Two cages combined 
** Moths emerged and dead before discovered 
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Winter Studl; Number Two 
To aupent the s'bld7 discussed above and to prove that the al"JJIY­
wonn not onl.7 can, but does OYerwinter in Tennes see, field searches were 
made tor oTervinter:l.Dg larvae at various intervals throughout the winter 
months frOJD October, 19S6, through Februar,-, 1951. OTerw.:Lntering larvae 
were found at three localities; namel.7, the Cherokee peach orchard on 
the Universit7 ot Tennessee tam, where the field tests alread7 des­
cribed were conducted, thus enhancing the value of that area as a test­
ing site; the Highland Rim Expe�ant Station, Springfield, Tennes see; 
and the Lee Price �arm, near Dandridge, Tennessee . The latter locality 
provided the majority of the specm81U1 and served as a collecting area 
throughoa.t the winter. 
In all cases, the larYae were found onq after diligent search­
ing beneath thick aats of grasq vegetation. Forty-two speci.Jilens in 
various stadia trca ti ve collections, one collection tor each month 
!rca October, 19S6, through Febntary, 1957, were used in the stud7. 
The speci.Jaens were collected alive in the field, taken to the i nsecta17 
imlaediate}7, and isolated in two-ounce aetal salve boxes which in turn 
were placecl iD a one-gallon 81ftP can vi th a tight-f'i tti.ng lid .  Thi s  
larger ean was sunk in the grou.Dd outside the iDBectar.r in an effort 
to match as nearq as possible preTailing soil te.peraturea, at the 
sa11e tille attording the speciaens protection fran excess moisture, pre­
daceous ground beetles, etc . Observatioll8 were aade at trequent inter­
vals, usu.all7 dail7, t)f •ch specimen concerning 1 ts stadium, ph7sical 
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condition, and amount of feeding. At. each obsenation, the larvae were 
given grass for food in surplus quanti ties and the temperature in the 
large container and in the surrcnmding soil just below the mat of cover­
ing vegetation was recorded (table 22) . 
Of the forty-two speciaens used in this stuc17, fifteen c011pleted 
develop11ent to the adult stage . Three of these fifteen moths proved 
not to be f• unipuncta, but a close� related species, f• pragmatidicola. 
Because of the presence of .f. phrapatidicola, the records on all 
specimens which tailed to produce acltllt aoths are unreliable. Consequent-
17, only those twelve specimens positively known to be f. unipuncta are 
included in this anal.7sis . This JOistaken identity of field collected 
larvae led the writer to construct the key g1 ven on page 78. 
A SUDlal"Y of the developtent of each or the twelve speciaens 
culllinating in the adult stage is given in table 23 and is sho� graphi­
c� in figure 18 . 
Data rraa this studT ShOW that the developnent or the arJIG'WOl'm 
is arrested in the several larval stages thus extending the duration of 
develoJaent through the winter months. Consider speciJilen number one 
of table 2.3. This specimen spent v1rtuall.7 the entire tall and winter 
season in the third and fourth instars. It was captured as a third­
instar larYa on October 26, 1956, and remained in that stage until 
Jarmary 4, 19$7, when it molted to the fourth instar in which it 
remained until March 18, 1957, for a total of 143 days in these two 
instars. The same specimen required a total of 209 days, nearly seven 
months, to complete its developnent froa the third instar to adult. 
TABLE XXII 
SOIL AND CONTAINER TE>1PERATURES ASSOCIATED 
WITH WINTFR STUDIES 1WO AND THREE 
Date ol 8011 t�tare 
leadiy* in Op. 
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17 
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TABLE Ini (Continued) 
SOIL AND CONTAINER TFMP:mATURES ASSOCIATED 
WITH WINTER STUDI ES  TWO AND THREE 
Soil T.-peratlii'e 
iD OJ'. 
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DJNELOFHENT IUroRDS OF THE TWELVE SPmiMEaiS OF WINTER 
STUDY NUMBER TWO COMPLEI'ING GROW!H TO AllJLT 
Date of Iiiitar liite Molted to Stadium 
Collection Isolated m rr ' n VII 
Oct. 26, •S6 Third - 1-4 3-18 4-8 4-25 
70* 13 21 17 18 
Nov. 9, • 56 Fourth 1-23 2-ll 
75 19 21 
Dec. 4, ' 56 Third 12-10 12-17 1-4 1-15 
6 1 16 11 41 
Dec . 4, ' 56 Fifth 4-14 
13) 29 
Jan. 9, ' 57 Fourth 1-12 1-24 2-11 
3 l2 18 43 
Jan. 9, ' 57 Fourth 2-1 2-18 
23 17 31 
Feb. 18, ' 57 Fourth 2-2S 3-18 
1 22 23 
Feb . 18, ' 57 Fourth .3-4 4-4 
15 31 22 
Feb. 18, ' 57 Firth 2-26 
8 36 
Feb . 18, ' 51 Fifth 2-20 
2 41 
Feb . 18, ' 57 Fifth 2-27 
9 51 
Feb. 16, ' 57 Sixth 
27 
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FOURTIH I NSTAR LA R V A  
F I FTH I I NS T A R  L A RVA 
SI X T H I I NSTAR L AR V A  
S E VE I NTH I N S TAR LA RVA 
P U PA 
19 57 
D E C J A N  F E B  M A R A P R 
Figure 18 . G raph showing the winter development records or twelve field collected a�orms under 
natural. temperature conditions in Terme ssee , 1956-57 . 




The greatest length of time spent in any one instar was by specimen 
number four which remained in the fifth instar for a total of 1.}) days 
after its capture in that stage . 
In no case did overwintering larvae show evidence of a true 
diapause. Their develop�tent was arrested and there was no movement or 
feeding on colder days. However, on wanner days of w:Lnter, specimens 
reSUJiled activity and b egan to crawl and feed, sometimes voraciously. 
More exact records of overwintering larvae are di scussed in part three 
of this study' which follows. 
Winter Study Numb er Three 
I 
Thi s study' was conducted in order to obtain records of the 
relative abilities of the various larval instars to withstand Tennessee 
winter t-.peratures, to provide information on the developnental time 
ot the a:rmyworm when released under natural temperature conditions, and 
to supplement data of winter studi es one and two . 
During the early part of January, 1957, a total of 96 larvae 
was isolated, one each according to instar into metal salve boxes. 
These boxes were in tum placed in larger syrup cans as already des-
cribed. Further procedure was identical to that of wi�ter study' two. 
Thi s  study differs from winter study one in that larvae of that group 
were grouped and exposed to natural field conditions, while those of thi s 
study were isolated and exposed only to natural temperatures. It differs 
from winter study two in that larvae of that study were collected in the 
field from natural overwintering areas before being isolated whereas 
these larvae were insectary reared before being isolated. Specimens in 
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this study were isolated as follows : January 2, 1957, 10 third-instar 
specimens; January 31 1957, So first-instar specimens ; January $,  19 57, 
10 second-instar speci.Jilens and 10 fourth-instar specimens ; January 1, 
1957, 10 fifth-instar specimens; and Jamary 12, 1951, 6 sixth-instar' 
specimens. 
The data of table 24 show that first instar larvae had little 
success in surviVing winter temperatures .  Only one specimen of the 
original fifty completed develop1ent and only three lived tor as long 
as the third instar . It seems that the species is destined to failure 
if eggs are deposited and hatch imMediately preceding a killing frost. 
The remaining five instars were able to survive the cold taaperatUres 
satisfaetoriq. 
As this study progressed, it became apparent that the armywonn 
was capable of adding extra instars to its normal developmental stages . 
1'he one first-stage larva 'Which succeeded in developing to the adult 
stage had seven larval in stars; seven of the larvae released in the 
second instar had seven larTal instars ; nine of those released as thirds 
had seven instars, six had eight ins tars, and one had nine instars ; of 
those released as fourths, nine had seven instars and nine had eight 
instars; or those released as fifths, all had at least seven instars, 
and two had eight instars; of those released as sixths, none had 
addi tiona.l instars . This adding of extra ins tars could be a valuable 










SURVIVAL �ORDS OF Pseudaletia unipuncta LARVAE OF VARIOUS 
INSTABS DURING THE WINTER OF 1957 IN TENNg)SEE 
Date &ber in 
Isolated In star Group I 
lfnatber Rea�y StadiUIIl 
II III f Vi P 
Jan. 3 First so 50 3 3 1 1 1 1 
Jan. 5 Second 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 
Jan. 2 Third 10 10 10 10 10 9 
Jan. s Fourth 10 lD 10 10 8 
Jan. 7 Fifth 10 10 10 10 










Table 25 gives the gross developnental time o:r all specimens 
which reached the pupal stage in this study. It also shows the number 
co.apleting development in each group and the periods of adult emergence . 
From these data it c·an be seen that duration of developnent from the 
starting point of the various instars occurs in an orderly manner, 
taking the shortest time from the sixth instar and the longest from the 
first, v.ith all intermediate instars in between . These data offer 
convincing evidence of the ability of the anaywonn to extend develop­
mental ti.Jile b7 al temate periods of activity and inanition during the 
winter months . In this connection it is interesting to note that an 
extended vann period in January, 1957, resulted in much feeding and 
molting in all instar groups . The data also shed some light on the 
reasons for the long spring flight of moths which results fran the various 
stages of larvae present when the cold weather begins in the fall . All 
groups of moths or the second through sixth instar groups were mated and 
produced fertile eggs. 
Figure 19 shows graphically the develoJ,aent records of the speci­
mens g1. ven in table 2S. 
TABLE XIV 
GROSS DEVELOPMENT RECORDS OF ARMYWORM LARVAE OF VARICXJS 
INSTARS REARED OORING THE WINTER OF 19 57 IN TENNESSEE 
Ro. Dqa to Caaplete 
Inatar Date Iso- Ro. of Larval Development Period of 
Isolated lated Specimens Ran e Ave . Emer ence 
First Jan. 3 50 123 123 1 1 May 22 
Second Jan. S 10 94-101 98 9 9 May 8-13 
Third Jan. 2 10 93-lll 97 9 9 May 6-1.4 
Fourth Jan. S 10 84-87 85 8 7 May 3-6 
Fifth Jan. 7 10 64-69 66 10 10 Apr. 29-May 1 
Sixth Jan. 12 6 33-46 42 6 S Apr. 23-26 
b 
\,...) 
J A N  F E B  M A R A P R 
0 FI R S T  I N S TA R  . � FO UR TH I N  STAR § S EV EN T H  I N S T A R  
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HATURAL ENEMIES OF THE ARMYWORM 
Armyworms are almost never damaging in the same locality in 
two successive generations . Under pressing hunger, the species exhibits 
· a  gregarious habit, and instead of dispersing separate:cy-, the larvae 
move together in a definite direction, exposing themselves to whole­
sale destruction by parasites, predators, and infectious diseases . 
Thus the population is reduced sc:n.etimes beyond recovery during the 
outbreak generation. 
Daring this studY, extensive rearings of field-collected �­
wozms were aade in an effort to determine the natural enemy complex and 
its effect upon the species . In addition to rearings, observations of 
thos e parasites present were made in the field during outbreak periods. 
Predators were not seriously studied except for occasional collections 
of predatory insects when they were eonspicuou.sl.7 present. For this 
reason, inf'ormation on predators in this section is taken largely fran 
the literature. 
Parasites 
Th<mpson (1945) edited a catalogue of the parasites and predators 
of insect pests which had been recorded in the literature at· that time. 
The parasites, but not the predators, of Pseudaletia unipuncta are 
included. This list is reproduced here and is arranged according to 
the families of the parasites . The reader is referred to the citation 
tor authorities of the entries. Those species which have been reared 
from the armywom by the _ writer are denoted with an asterisk ( *) . 
D:l.ptera : Tachinidae 
*Acbaetoneura aletl.ae Riley - u. s. A. 
*Achaetoneura archippi vora Will. - Hawaii 
Actia nir;ri tula Mall. - Australia 
.A.rctqtas analis F. - U. S .  A. 
Arctqtas piliventris Wulp - u .  s. A. 
Eelvosia un:if'asciata R. -D. - Canada, U . s. A. 
Care eli a lcockiana Tns . - Siam 
Chaetogaedia monticola Big. - Hawaii 
C<!tpsilura concinnata Mg. - U .  S. A. 
Caapsilura concinnata suma.trensis Tns . - Australia 
Cuphocera pilosa Mall. - Australia 
Cuphocera varia F. - Australia 
Exorista ci viloides Bar. - Siam 
Gaediogonia jacobsoni Tns . - · Siam 
Linnaenqia nigripalpus Tryon - Australia 
Nemorilla anomala Yill. - Siam 
Peletieri.a robusta Wd. - U .  s. A. 
Phorocera claripennis Macq. - Canada, U .  s .  A. 
Phorocera leu.caniae Coq. - U .  s. A. 
Phryxe vulgaris Fall. - Canada, U . s. A. 
Plagiomima spinosula Big.  - U .  s. A. 
Pro sopaea paradoxa B. B. - Siam 
Sturmia albifrons Walk. - Canada 
Sturmia inconspicua Mg. - Fiji 
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Sturmia inconspicuoides Bar. - Australia 
Tritaxys heterocera Macq. - Australia 
Wagneria carbonaria Panz . - U. S .  A. 
Wagneri.a sequax Will. - Canada 
Winthania guadripustulata F. - N. America 
*Wlnthemia rufopicta Big. - u . s. A. 
H;ymenoptera : Braconidae 
Apanteles sp . - Fiji, Canada, u. s. A., Australia 
Apanteles belliger Willen. - Mauritius 
Apanteles flaviconchae Hiley - u. s. A. 
Apanteles forbesi Vier. - U. s .  A. 
Apanteles laeT.l.ceps Ashm. - N.  America 
Apanteles limeni tidi s Riley - Canada 
Apanteles marginiventris Cress . - u . s. A. 
*Aganteles mili taris Walsh - Argentina, N. .America 
Apanteles ruficrus Hal. - China, Australia 
Apanteles rufocoxali s Riley - N. America 
*Meteorus autographae Mues .  - u .  s .  A. 
Meteorus camnunis Cress .  - Canada, U .  s. A. 
Meteoru.s laphlpae Vier. - U. S. A. 
Microplltis melianae Vier. - N. America 
Microplitis varicolor Vier. - N. America 
Rogas atrieornis Cre s s .  - u . s .  A. 
*Rogas terminalis Cress . - u . s .  A. 
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Hymenoptera: Ichnewnonidae 
Amblyteles brevipennis Cress .  - u. s .  A. 
*Enicospilus sp .  - Aus�ralia 
Enicospilus purgatus Say - Canada, U .  s. A. 
Enicospilus skeltoni. Kirb7 - Australia 
Exephanes leucaniae Tryon - Australia 
arpoaoter exiguae Vier. - Hawaii 
Ichneumon brevipennis Cress. - u. s .  A. 
Ichneumon jucundus Br. - Canada 
Ichneumon koebelei Sw. - Hawaii 
Ichneumon laetus Brulle - Canada 
Ichneumon leucaniae Fitch - Canada 
Lissopimpla semipunctata Kirby - New Zealand 
Melanichnewn.on leucaniae Uch. - Japan 
Meso chorus vi treus Walsh - Canada 
Mesostenus albopictus Smith - New Zealand 
Paniscus sp. - Australia 
Paniscus geminatus Say - Canada 
Paniscus productus Brulle - Australia 
Pimpla pedali s  Cress. - N .  America 
Theronia rufipes Tryon - Australia 
HyJnenoptera : &Uophi.dae 
*EUplectn�s platyhypenae How. - Hawaii 
Hymenoptera: !hrytomidae 
Enqtoma atr.latiraals Gir. - Australia 
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Hymenoptera : pteran.alidae 
&lpteromalus sp. - Canada 
lqmenoptera : Scelionidae 
Teleno.mus sp. - u. s. A. 
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The effect of parasitism on a popul.ation of armywonns may be 
shown by an observation made in a heavily infested nine-acre field of 
wheat by the author in Monroe County, Tennessee, June 1, 19.56. On 
this day, amywonns were at their peak and pupation had already begun. 
The field of wheat had virtually been destroyed and the armywonns had 
begun their march toward a field of oats. The writer with the help of 
Mr. Ray Stamey, Monroe County Agricultural Agent, pulled up six clusters 
of wheat stubble and made counts of organisms under each. The results 
are given in table 26. Assuming an average of two fly puparia to 
represent one arm.ywonn, only 39 of 87 original a:nnyworms would reach 
maturity in this saple. This would be a conservative estimate, since 
the pupae were not necessarily free of parasites and certainly not free 
of predator,y attack. 
More than one thousand armyworms from twenty-five field collec­
tions over a two-season period (19.56-.57) were individnally reared by 
the writer and parasite data recorded {see tables 27 through 30) . 
During 19.56, 184 of 569 armyworms were parasitized (table 27) , and in 
1957, 199 of 479 showed parasitism {table 29 ) .  Populations for the 
two seasons were 32. 3 and 41 • .5 per cent parasitized respectively 
(tables 27 and 29) . A total of sixteen species of parasites were reared 
TABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY OF PARASITE CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SIX CLUSTERS 
OF WHEAT STUBBLE IN AN ARMYWORM INFE5TED FIELD 
MONROE COUNTY, TENNESSEE, JUNE 1, 1956 
...... Ot Paraa1 timed 
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Cluster ArsrJ1WO:na AEante1es 
Cocoons 
.Arllyvoms 
� Tacbild.d !Iss l 
Tachinid Fro.cos:eilus 
Humber PAee IU;I!aria Cocoons 
1 $ 3 2 4 0 
2 9 s 0 7 0 
3 4 2 3 3 1 
4 10 1 1 8 0 
, 3 6 0 6 3 
6 8 3 1 6 0 
Total 39 20 7 34 4 
TABLE XXVII 
SUMMARY OF EIT»l! OF PARASITISM IN ELEVEN GROUPS OF FIELD­
COLLIDT:m ARMYWORMS , Pseudaletia unipuncta, 1956 
Raiiber of IUiiber 
Collection Host Speci- Parasi-
Iaber Date Location ·-· ti.zed 
5<>8 Mq 21 Monroe Co . ,  Tenn. 18 3 
5o9 May 21 Monroe Co . ,  Tenn. 296 95 
510 May 22 Blount Co., Tenn. 28 6 
Sll Mq 30 Blount Co. , Tenn. 31 11 
512 Ha7 3) Blount Co . , Tenn. 29 18 
513 June 1 Monroe Co . ,  Term. 24 lO 
514 June 1 Monroe Co.,  Tenn. 21 8 
515 June 1 Monroe Co. ,  Tenn. 29 9 
516 June 1 Monroe Co. ,  Tenn. 24 3 
521 July 20 Hablen Co. , Tem. 6 4 
526 * Aug. 9 Lincoln, Nebraska 63 17 






32 . 1 
21.4 
35. 4 







32 . 3 
* Collection sent to writer by L. W. Anderson, University of Nebraska . 
TABLE XXVIII 
RELATIVE NUMBEBS AND PERCENTAGES OF PARASITES 



























Total Icbneumoni dae 
Total Hy.menoptera 
Total Diptera and Hymenoptera 



































.52 . 17 





2 . 18 
2 . 18 
9. 24 
. 54 
9 . 78 
47. 83 
100 .00 
*tio gro11pa ot ifmtiies ii1l1tar!s were paraai'Eisid b:r the hYPer-parasite, 
Meaochorus disci . rgua. · 
TABLE XliX 
SUMMARY OF mENT OF PARASITISM IN :FUURTEEN GROUPS OF FIELD 
COLLECTED ARMIWORMS , Pseudaletia unipuncta, 1957 
RDlber of Namber 
Collec- Host Parasi-
tion No. Date Location Larvae tized 
581 May 3 Blount Co . ,  TeM. 28 12 
582 May 3 Lincoln Co . 30 9 
58.3* May ) Lincoln-Franklin Co . 100 60 
584 May 6 Monroe Co . 22 15 
585 Mq 6  Monroe Co . 45 27 
586 May 6 Monroe Co. 27 1 
587 May 9 Monroe Co . 20 , 
589 May 9 Monroe Co. 14 6 
590 May 7 Rutherford Co . .35 19 
591 May 16 Blount Co . 25 6 
592 May 17 Monroe Co. 25 14 
593* May 21 Monro e Co. .38 5 
594* May 21 Monroe Co. 30 8 
595 May 21 Monroe Co . LO 6 





42 .9  
30.0 
6o.o'  
68. 2  
6o.o 
26.0 
25 . 0 
42. 9  
54. 3 
24.0 
· 56. 0  




* Collections 100 per cent infected with a virus diseas e .  Parasites 
listed emerged bef'ore the virus produc ed death of the host . All non­
parasiti zed armywonns in these collections died fran the virus as 
mature larvae. 
TABLE III 
RELATIVE NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF PARASITES 













































8 .1  
8.1 











* One specimen of Rogas terminalis was parasitized by the hyper­
parasite, Mesochorus sp. 
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{ see tables 28 and .J:>) , eight of which were dipterous and a like rrumber 
eymenopterous . The two orders were nearly' equally represented in 1956, 
52 . 17 per cent of all parasites being Diptera and 47 . 83 per cent 
Hymenoptera (table 26) ; however, in 1957 hymenopterous parasites made 
up nearly' 92 per cent of the total (table 30) . Flies were numerous 
in the field dnring 1957, and m� eggs were seen on larvae of the 
armyworm; but a virus disease took a hea'V)" toll of the "wonns, "  and the 
earlier developnent of the eymenopterous parasites, before the wonns died 
of disease, undoubtedly accounted for this great difference, since the 
flies had insufficient time to develop. 
The braconid, Apanteles mili taris Walsh, was the predominant 
species among the hymenopterous insects, acc�ting for 27 per cent of 
all parasitism in 1956 and 36 per cent in 1957. Among the fli es, 
Winthernia ru.fopicta Big., a larvaevorid (Tachinidae) , dominated with 
12 per cent or the total 1956 parasites, and was heav.ily represented 
among ar.myworm populations in 1957, though records indicated o� 7. 1 
per cent. The low percentage of Diptera in 1957 was undoubtedly due to 
the early' death of annyworm hosts from a virus infection. 
A discussion of each parasite reared fran the armyworm by the 
writer follows. 
Hymenoptera : Braconidae 
Apanteles militaris Walsh. or all the parasites of f. unipuncta, 
the most effective, as previously stated, is Apanteles militaris Walsh 
{figures 20, 21, and 22 ) ,  which was reared from 11. 7 per cent of all 
Figure 20. Apanteles llil:J.taris, an important parasite 
or the arJQ'WOrJI. Greatly enlarged. Drawing b7 s.  Mareovi tch. 
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J 
l'.i.gure 21. Larvae of Apanteles mili taris serging 




Figure 22. Cocoons ot Apante1es militaris .  Natural size. 
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armyworms collected over a two-season period and which accounted for 
appro:x:imatel.T 32 per cent of total parasites reared from the a:rmy­
wonn during the same period. 
Tower (1916) states that armyworms parasitized by !• mill taris 
eat approxiJIIately halt as much as do non-parasitized. larvae during the 
same period, and that it seems conclusive that parasitism by' this 
species is beneficial in the generation attacked. The parasite ultimate­
ly kills its host, thereby being beneficial ala� in preventing many worms 
frCIIl ��&.turing and beginning a new generation. 
Amywoms parasitized b7 A. llli taris show no signs of their 
plight until nearl.7 mature when they becCIIle sluggish, and death comes 
only after the paraai te larvae have •erged and spun their cocoons . 
I 
Bnergence ot the !· mill taris larvae rraa the amywo:na host takes place 
vi th all larYae colling out at esaentiall7• the same time (figure 21) . 
Cocoon spinning begins U.ediate� after fJID.ergence f'rca the host and is 
completed within a few hours time. The parasites emerge in large numbers 
fl'OII full grown or nearq .t'ull grown amyworms and spin white silken 
cocoons in a mass side by side. The cocoons average about 3.0 nun. in 
length and 1 • .3 mm. in width. Figure 22 shows a typical mass of cocoons. 
The number of cocoons spun frOJa each of 49 armywom larvae during 195'6 
ranged from 6 to 101 and averaged 49. 
In the presence of adults of !• militaris ,  armyworms exhibit 
a nervous behavior . The fet��ale parasite attacks the armyworm almost 
imllediateq upon contact, and is capable of depositing seTeral scores 
of eggs with one quick thrust of the orlposi tor in any available part 
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of the a:rmyworm host. The whole act of oviposition is a matter of 
seconds. The vi.ctia turns upon being attacked and spits, sometimes 
drowning the assailant in a large bubble of dark green fluid. The 
writer has observed a large anayworm destroy an adult Apanteles in 
flight. The fERale parasite will attack arq- size arJD7Worm, but the 
third and fourth stages seem to be the aost vulnerable to their at tacks 
in so far as success ot the parasite is concerned. Enrem.ely Sllall 
armyworllS are ld.lled by the initial attack., and larger larvae being 
tough sJdnDed.., are more resistant, as well as too near maturity to 
allow tille for Apanteles d.eYeloJaent. 
In the eariT swnmer ot 19$7, tour generations of !• militaris 
were reared by the writer. These reariDgs show that the time from ovi­
position to cocoon spinning ranges frca ten to tvent7-one days and 
averages thirteen days, and adults issue in from four to six days, 
for an average of five �s after cocoon spinning for a total develop­
ment time averaging eighteen cla7s• These records are given in table " 
.31. 
That !• mili taris is capable of overwintering in the larva of 
the annyworm is evidenced by two such occurrences during the winter of 
1957. Two armyvo:rms frOil a batch of larvae collected on January 9, 19$7, 
near Dandridge, Tennes see, were parasitized by !• militaris. One of these 
armyworms, collected as a sixth instar larva, died February 20, 19S7, 
and dissection yielded sixty-ei ght living larvae of !• mill taris . The 
other specimen was collected as a fourth inatar larva, moulted twice 
during the winter, and yielded seven !• militaris larvae which successfully 
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TABLE XIII 
DURATION OF LARVAL AND COCOON STAGiS Ill FOUR GENm!TIONS 
OF Apanteles militaris DURnil THE SUMMm OF 19$7 
Date ot 
Ovipoai tlon COCOOu 
June 8 
June 24 
July lO  























spun cocoons on Apr:il 1, 1957. Thus, in this latter specimen, the 
parasitic larvae lived for a min:i..muzn of two and one-hal£ months . The 
host wom died on April 6, 1957, six days after emergence of the para­
sitic larvae. 
The biology of !• militaris has been studied and reported on 
by Tower (1916) . 
Meteorus autographae Mues. This parasite was reared from six 
armywom specimens in 1956 and fro• eleven specimens in 1957, thereby 
accounting for 3.2 per cent and 5.6 per cent of all reared parasites 
for those two seasons respectiTel.J'. The species has been collected 
only' during the month of Ma7 in Tennessee, but was reared from an 
August collection of Nebraska wonns sent to the writer by L. W. 
Anderson of the Universi ty of Nebraska. 
The female of �· autographae apparentl7 oviposits in the early 
larval stages ot the armywol'll and the solitary" larva of the parasite 
emerges frart the annywom in the fifth instar. The larva of the para­
site spins a gblden-brown, oval cocoon about 5 mm. in length and 
1. 7 mm. broad, which i s  attached to the host plant or other obj ect by 
a silken thread. Rearing records of four specimens show that the 
cocoon stage lasts from three to eleven days .  
The adll t &nd cocoon of this species i s  shown in figure 2.3. 
Rogas terminali s Cress. This parasite represented 5 . 4  per 
cent of all parasites reared during the 19.56 season and 22.6 per cent 
during the 1957 season. According to Pennington ( 1916) , the parasite 
copulates immediately upon emergence with oviposition following rapi�. 
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Figure 2.). Cocoon and adult of Meteoru.s autographae. 
About twice natural size. 
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The white egg is elongate oval with the sides nearly parallel and measures 
.18 mm. in length and .09 mm. in diameter. Apparently only one egg is 
deposited. The cocoon of the species (figure 24) is made of the trans­
fomed and reinforced larval skin of the host. The shape is fusiform 
with the ventral surface flattened and affixed to the obj ect on which it 
rests by a black exudation. The surface of the cocoon is turgid, almost 
obliterating the sepaentation of the host lanal skin, and is deep 
reddish-brown to black. The length measures fraa 9 to 10 mm. and the 
width about 3 mm .  The adult parasite emerges by gnawing an irregular 
hole caudad in the dorsua of the host skin. 
Becords of twenty reared epeciaena show that the length of time 
spent in the cocoon ranges fr<a six to fourteen da78 and averages ten 
dqs. Pennington (1916) states that the parasite hibernates in the 
pupal stage. 
The adult and cocoon of !• tem:inal:.ls are 'shown in figure 24. 
Rogas aciculatus Cress . This species was reared fran only one 
host a�r.m captured May 16, 1957, in Blount Count,, Tennes�ee . It 
forms a cocoon similar to that of � te�nalis but somewhat smaller and 
a lighter brown color. The specimen formed its cocoon on May 30, 1957, 
and the adult parasite issued on June 3, 1957, after a total of fourteen 
days in the pupal stage. 
Hymenoptera: Ichneumonidae 
&rl.cospilus sp. A total of twenty-six specimens of a large 
ichneumonid parasite was reared during the two-year course of this study. 
The specimens were identified by the u .  s. National Museum personnel as 
\ 
Figure 24. Cocoon and adult of Rogas terminalis. 
About twice natural size. 
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.&ti.cospilus sp. Members of this germs are noted as being parasitic on 
larvae of the family Noctuidae . During 1956, Ehicospilus parasites 
were reared from seventeen specimens, accounting for 9 .  24 per cent of 
all parasites, and in 1957 they were reared from nine specimens repre­
senting 4. 5 per cent of all parasites. 
This parasite was observed alvqs to kill the annywonn host in 
the sixth instar. The parasitic larva, upon emergence from the host, 
spins a large golden to dark brown cocoon measuring about 10 .0 nm. in 
length and 5.0 !rill. in width. The dura�ion of the cocoon stage in two 
speoillena succeaafull7 reared to adult was eight and seventeen days 
respectively dnrinc June of 1956. The parasite apparently undergoes 
one and at the most two generations per year. 
Ca!poletis o&lus (Cress . ) • This parasite was reared · fran only 
seven apeciaens of the &riQWOrm, one in 19$6 and six in 1957 . The 
cocoon is of a medi\Ull brown color and measures 6. 5 nun. in length and 
2.5  :nun. in width. No biological data were obtained on the species. 
The adult and cocoon are shown in figure 25. 
HYposoter sp. This species was not recovered in 1956, but was 
one of the more abundant ones during 1957 when it accounted for 19 .6 
per cent or all parasites reared. It was found throughout the month of 
May in nearly all fields examined. The soli tar;y larva emerges from the 
armyworm host and spins a white cocoon with an irregular black band at 
either end. The cocoon measures 6.0 mm. in length and 2 . 5  mm. in width. 
The adult issues from the cocoon in from three to fourteen days . The 
cocoon and adult are pictured in figure 26. 
Figure 25 . Cocoon and adult of Campoletis oxylus. About 
three times natural size. 
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Figure 26. Cocoon and adult of H;yposoter sp. About 
three times natural size. 
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Igmenoptera : Ehl.ophidae 
Ehplectrus plathy'penae Howard. Thi s parasite was reared from 
four armywo:nns collected July 20, 19.56, from Hamblen County, Tennessee . 
A total of seven females and fi:ve males was reared from the four army­
worms . One of the parasites was collected in the egg stage . The eggs 
hatched in three daJ'S. · The larval developnental time was three days 
and the pupal period was nine da7s for a total developnental time of 
fifteen days .  The larvae or this species feed i n  a cluster externally 
on the host worm. They finally destroy the host and spin their cocoons 
in a row under the outstreatched skin or the dead host. 
Diptera : Larvaevoriclae ( Tachinidae) 
Tachinid flies have al�s plaJed a large role in the parasitic 
destruction of amyworms during outbreaks . A brief review of the 1i tera­
ture will serve to establi sh their iaportance. Riley (1883) state s that 
"the worms never abound or travel from one field to another but they are 
accompanied by a number of two-winged flies, which are often so numerous 
that their buzzing reminds one of that of a swam of bees . "  Howard 
(1896) says "hundreds and thousands of these flies (tachinid 'flies) 
are usually seen buzzing about a field infested by the amyworm. 11 The 
same author i s  quoted below. 
In 1880 we visited a large tract of land planted .in timothy 
gras s in the vicinity of PortSilouth, Virginia. A search for 
hours during the hot part of the day failed to show a single 
wonn which did not bear tachinid eggs. 
Knight (1916) stated that two species of parasitic flies, 
Winthemia quadripUstulata Kabr. and Goniomima unifas ciata Desv. 
parasitized from 50 to 6o per cent of the wonns in certain fields in 
New York during 1914. 
1� 
Shermon (191S) working in North Carolina, collected S.34 armyworms 
with a total of 1, 31.3 parasite eggs . A total or only 18 adult armyworm 
moths was obtained frcm this group and 296 parasitic flies were reared. 
The writer has observed the buzzing flight of these parasitic 
fiies on two occasions on the fal'll of Tinsley J.ll.en in Monroe County, 
Tennessee, on May 21, 1956, and Ma7 17, 19S7 . On the former date, 
hundreds ot armyvoras were ezuined, practicall7 all of which had tachinid 
eggs. 
During 19$6, 52 .17 per cent of all parasites reared from 569 
field-collected &rJITWOl'lllS was parasitized b7 tlies of this family. 
During 1957 accurate records could not be obtained since rearings were 
made difficult b7 the presence of a virus disease among field-collected 
specimens. 
It is unfortunate that tachinid parasites do not attack the host 
until the latter is near� mature and thus has accomplished its most 
destructive work. In spite of this tact, these parasites of the army­
worm function ef'ficient17 by' destroying large numbers of' a given 
generation of larvae and thus great� rednce succeeding generations. 
Winthemia rufopicta Big. (figure 27 ) . The most ia}lortant of 
eight tachinid fly species reared during .the two-season study of the 
writer was Winthemia rufopicta Big. This species is discussed in 
detail, but other species were so infrequent that onl7 brief notes are 
given. This t1y oviposits on larvae of the fifth and sixth instars. 
Figure 27. PltpariUil and adult of Winthemia rufopicta, 




Eggs are attached tight� to the dorsum of the thoracic segments of the 
host. The number of eggs placed on one larva is usually two or three; 
however, the writer on one occasion found thirteen eggs on one individual. 
The egg hatches almost i.Daediately upon deposition . The tachinid 
larva emerges frca the side of the egg next to the worm, and bores 
directl3 through the bod;y wall of the host. The victim is active during 
•ost of the time the ��a�got i s  teeding, but dies before the parasite 
emerges . U sual.11" more than one tl7 larva de'Yelops in the host amyworm. 
The IDllllber of fl7 puparia or this species obtained from twenty-one host 
armywonas ra.uged trca one to nine and aftraged 2 .3  per host. Figure 28 
shows developing larvae of this specie• in a dead araywonn host. 
It is intereatiDC that this fi7 al.vqa deposits eggs on nearly 
Jlature larTae. If the eggs were placed on young larYae, there would be 
a chance of the eggs beirll eli.JniDated ld. th the tmrtiUJil before they had 
a chance to hatch. 
A review of table 26 will show the effectiveness of tachinid 
flies in the control of an armyworm population. 
Arch;ytas apicif'er Wlk. This species was reared from seven ar1117- · 
wonn specimens during the 1956 season and frca two during the 1957 
season. In all cases, the host amyworm c011pleted developnent to the 
pu.pal. stage and the adnlt parasite Merged. A. normal pupariWI is .fonned 
inside the host pupa, and onl7 one parasite develops per a.rmyworm. The 
only accurate records obtained b7 the writer on the duration of develop­
ment of this species are those .from pupation of the ar.ayworm to the 
anergence of the parasitic fly. This varied .frca eighteen to twenty-two 
Figure 28 . Larvae of Winthad.a rutopicta emerging f'rcm 
host al'IQ'Wom. Note white egg shells of the � attached to the 
a.myworm skin just posterior to the head. Slightly enlarged. 
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days for six specimens between August 13 and September h, 1956. This 
fly is illustrated in figure 29 . 
other Lar'laevoridae ( Tachinidae) .  Aside from Winthania ru.fopicta 
and Arcl'llt!s apicifer, tachinid flies were scarce in number, though six 
other species were reared tram the amyworm b7 the writer, all during 
the 1956 season. Three apecDena each of Acbaetoneura aletia (Riley) 
and Wagneria laerlgata (lillp) were reared.. The fol'ller species was 
reared in MQ' and June f'rca a Monroe Co\mty, T81Ulessee, collection and 
the latter dDriftg the same months .rrca a Blount County, Tennessee, 
collectiou. 
Two of the three epeci.llena of !• aletia -rged fran the ann.y­
worm pupa, while the other f'oraed a pupar.L• atter the mature a:nn.yworm 
larva had died. The dllration ot the pupal stage o! the other specimen 
of !• aletia observed was eight days, that ia, from May 31, 1956, to 
June 8, 19$6. 
All specimens of' !• laevipta formed puparia after the host al"'IIY'­
wonns bad died, two in the sixth instar and one in the fifth. Eight 
adult flies were obtained frail the three azmyworm specimens. · The pupal 
periods of the flies ranged from five to nine days. 
Two specimens of the tachinid parasite, Belvosia unifasciata R. D., 
both fran Monroe County, Tennessee, from armyworm pupae were reared 
during June of 1956, and in each case ten day's elapsed between pupation 
of the armyworm host and Elllergence of' the adult fly. 




The parasite, Achaetoneura archi.ppivora Will. was reared from 
one amyworm sent to the wri. ter by L. W. Anderson, of the University 
of Nebraska, from a Lincoln, Nebraska, collection. The host armyworm 
was isolated on August 9, 1956, and pupated on August 16, 1956. On 
August 21, 1956, the puparium was fomed and on SeptEDber 9, 1956, the 
adult �erged. 
One apeciaen or .lbcelatoria ruben tis ( Coq. ) was reared from an 
armyworm collected Ma7 30, 19$6, in Blount County, Tennessee . No 
biological records were obtained on this species. 
Blepharigena cinef'e& ( Coq. ) vas reared i'ran a specimen from 
L. w. Anderaon, Lil'lCOln, Hebraaka. The anrywom was isolated, in its 
sixth instar, on .Aupat 9, 19S6. On Aupst 13, 1956, the puparium was 
formed and on August 29, 19$6, the � •erged.. 
Predacious Enemies 
The wr1 ter 11ade no special study or amyworm predators . However, 
two species of carabid beetles, Calosoma calidum and .2· scrutator were 
consistently found in relatively large numbers in fields moderately to 
hea'ri.ly infested with anayworms. 
Since predaceous animals form a large segment or the natural 
enemy coaplex of the armyworm, the writer has reviewed the literature 
and compiled pertinent information on known predators or the insect. 
This infomation is presented below according to the various animal 
groups to which the predators belong. 
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Coleoptera. Alvay-s in fields heavily infested w.i. th the annywonn, 
a large number of predaceous beetles gather and feed extensively upon 
the woms .  Riley (1883) lists fourteen species, namely: Cicindela 
repanda Dej . ,  El.aphru.s ruscarius Say, Calosoma extennum. Say, Q. 
scrutator (Fabr. ) ,  Q. calidum (Fabr. ) ,  £. wilcox:i. Lee. , Pasimachus 
elo!!latus Lee. ,  Amara angustata Say, Harpalus caliginosus (Fabr. ) ,  
!!• ;eennsyl vanicus (Dej • ) , pterostichus sculpt us Lee. ,  Anisodactylus 
rus1p..cus Dej .,  Cratacanthus du.bius (Beanv. ) ,  and Selenophorus pedicu­
lar:ifus ( Dej • ) • 
Tryon (1921) lists Cal.osoma australis as a predator in Queensland. 
Knight (1916) reports Calosoma calidum as the most conspicuous 
predaceous beetle in the New York outbreak of 1914, other beetles of 
importance in this outbreak being Pt,erostichus lucublandus Say, Harpalus 
calignosus Fabr. ,  and 1!• pennsylvanicus (Dej . ) .  
King and Barber (1921) reports that Calosana chinense Kirby 
destra,yed large numbers of first generation �or.m larvae in a 
Russian outbreak of 1926. 
Annand (1947) reports that Calosa.ma argentinense Csiki was 
introduced from Argentina against �. unipuncta in Florida. 
Engel 'hardt (1929) reports that Calosoma chinense Kirby destroyed 
large numbers of first generation amyworm larvae in a Russian outbreak 
of 1926. 
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Hemiptera. Rt.ley (1883) li sts the tbick-thighed Metopodius 
femorata (Fabr. ) ,  a large true bug, common in the South as a predaceous 
ene� of the armywor.m. 
Luginbill (1928) states that the bug, Apateticus maculi ventris 
Say, probably ranks next to Calosoma beetles as a predatory enemy of 
the fall armyworm, Laphlpa frugl.perda, that it is a common eneay of 
other lepidopteroua insects and is considered to be the most. usetul of 
our predaceou.a Hem.ptera. 
Hu and Tae (19.36) list the tollow.l.ng pell'tatanids as predaceous 
enemies ot the armywona in China s Andrallus spinidens F. , Nezara viridula 
var. torguata F. , Meni.da histrio F. , Piezodorus J:gbneri Gmel. (rnbro­
tasciatus F. ) ,  and Scotinophora lurida, Burm.. These same authors list 
the coreid, Cletus punctiger Dall • 
.Am.phibians 
Toads are mentioned by several authors as destroying large numbers 
of armyworm larvae (Gibson, 1915 ; Severin, 1920 ; King and Barber, 1921; 
Bell, 19.36; Lever, 1939) . According to Bell (1936) the toad, Bufo 
marirm.s, was introduced £rom Hawaii into Queensland, successfully bred 
in confinement, and liberated tor armyworm control. Lever (19 39) states 
that the same species ot toad was greatly responsible for reducing an 
armyworm population in Fiji. 
Birds 
Riley (1883) states that all of the insectivorous birds feed upon 
the "woms. 11 He says that the most prominent bird is the bobolink 
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{Dolichonx oryzi vorus ) ,  which has been known to become so numerous in 
southern Illinois during arD1'7WOI'Dl years, that it has received the 
popular name of 11 armyworm bird. 11 The same author mentions chickens 
and turkeys as important armyworm predators . King and Barber (1921) 
also gl ve considerable credit to the bobolink, and Knight (1916) states 
that poultr.r were very useful for destroying armyworms in the 1914 
New York outbreak. Knight reported that in one field turkeys destroyed 
the pests so fast that the armyworms had no chance to migrate to adj oin­
ing grain fields . other birds listed in the literature as amyworm 
predators include : the robin, bluebird, blackbird, meadow lark, and 
pigeon woodpecker (Flagg and Field, 1896) ; the swallow, fly catcher, 
crow, catbird, thrush, sandpiper, screech owl, and sparrow hawk {Warren, 
1896) ; the blue jq, golden-winged. woodpecker, and chickadee (Soule, 
1897) J the starling {Kal:ltback and Gabrielson, 1921) ; the mynah bird, 
English sparrow, and the golden plover in Hawaii (Swezey, 1908) ; and 
the duck in China (Hu and Tse, 1936) . 
Of the birds listed, some are due special aenti on. Criddle {191.4) 
states that crows are great destroyers or cutworms and armyworms, and 
Kalmbach {1918) says that noctuid larvae, including armyworms, are among 
the first items supplied to newly hatched young of the crow. Kalmbach 
and Gabrielson {1921) state that the starling has few equals among the 
bird population of the northeastern United States as an effective des­
troyer of terrestrial insects which compose 41 • .$.$ per cent of its food. 
They further state that Lepidoptera, chiefly cutworms, are attractive 
to nestlings, forming 38.1 per cent of the food of young starlings . 
According to Swezey ( 1908) the mynah bird was introdUced into Hawaii 
fran India in the late nineteenth centu1'7 to be used as predators 
against armywonns and cutworms. Swezey reports this bird to be one of 
the best checks against these insects in Hawaii. 
Mammals 
Hogs are reported b)" Riley (1883) to be illportant armyworm 
predators, sometimes to the extent that they die in consequence. The 
skunk is mentioned by several authors as being predaceous on the army­
worm {Warren, 1896; Gibson, 1915; Severin, 1920; Lever, 1939) . 
Diseases 
Virus Diseases 
During the SUJIInler of 1956 the wr.l. ter lost a considerable portion 
of his insectary' coloDJ' of amyworms frau a virus disease, but finally 
aanaged to bring the infection under control b7 dividing the colony into 
smaller units and apPlying strict cleanliness. In November of 1956, 
several hundred apparently healthy "woms11 were released into an out­
door cage only to be COilpletely wiped out by the disease within a three­
day period. On May 3, 1957, Mr. W. W. Stanley, University of Tennessee 
!Zperiment Station Entomologist, brought a large collection or a�or.ms 
to the laborato17 fran Lincoln and Franklin counties, Tennessee, and 
reported that worms were numerous in that area . This collection was 
virtuall.7 100 per cent infected with the same virus disease that had 
been in laboratory colonies the previous year. On May' 7, 19.57, 
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Mr. R. P. Mll lett, University of Tennessee Erlension Fhtomolog::l.st 
brought in a collection of arm.ywonn.s frc:a Rutherford County, Tennessee; 
this, too, proved to be nearly 100 per cent diseased. The author made 
collections throughout the month of May, 19.57, in the east Tennessee 
area, and all collections were ver.y heavily diseased. 
In all of these cases, original observations showed an unusually 
large number of early season �o�s which were preceded by the highest 
moth catches at light traps for the first generation since the 19.53 out­
break. Subsequent observations, a week or two later, in the same areas 
examined earlier by Mr. Stanley, Mr. Mullett, and the writer respectively, 
showed a tremendous decrease in the 8.l'll)"WWrm population, and no outbreak 
occurred in any area of the state. The author and his colleagues are 
convinced that the widespread presence of the virus was of great impor­
tance in the destruction or early season arm.ywor.m populations in Tennessee 
in 19.57. The disease reappeared in colo� wor.ms and persistent care was 
neceasary to prevent the destruction of the colony. It might be noted 
that the writer' s  predecessor, Mr. B. K. Dozier, also had a coloD7 of 
armyworms COIIlpletel.y wiped out b)" the disease in the S'WIIner of 19.55. 
Therefore, the disease has been present for three continuous years in 
Tennessee, 195.5 -.57 . 
During the 19.57 season, the writer sent a container of several 
speci.Jilens showing the sympt0111s of the virus disease to the U. S . Depart­
ment of Agriculture Insect Pathology Laboratory, Beltsville, Maryland, 
for identification of the pa. tho gen. This sample showed the presence �f 
polybedrosis virus. According to Dr. s. R. Dutky (in litt. ) an exces s 
of nine billion polyhedra was recovered from the specimens submitted 
for identification. 
Terminal stages of the disease are characterized by liquefaction 
and disintegration of ti ssues. The symptoms are first apparent when the 
armyworm becanes listless and begins to di scolor, a condition which i s  
rapidly followed by the terminal one . Stages of the di sease are shown 
in figure 3). Tests at the Beltsville laboratory, according to Dr. Dutky, 
show that the larYae are much more susceptible to infection in the first 
instar. 
The disease was described by Chapnan and Glaser (1915) from whose 
work I quote . 
Clinical Picture 
The wilt is characterized by the fomation in the bodies 
of infected caterpillars of polyhedral-shaped, highly refractive,· 
angular bodies, which have their origin in the nuclei of the 
trachel matrix, hypo� cells, fat cells and blood corpuscles . 
Later some of these burst and � pd.yhedra are set free in the 
blood. When death results they make up a great part of the 
saponified body ti ssues of the caterpilurs. The caterpillars 
hang by their prolegs, become flaccid and their skin disrupts 
at the slightest touch. An examination immediatelY after death 
reveals few or no bacteria and no bad odor. The wilt appears 
in nature in both a chronic and an acute form. It, however, a 
dead caterpillar, on microscopic examination, shows no polyhedra 
it does not have wilt, even though all the gross symptoms may be 
present. 
These authors report the disease .from an annywonn outbreak in 
Long Island, Boston Harbor; Nant•sket, Massachusetts ; Hagerstown, 
Maryland; and Norfolk, Virginia. They also refer to the presenc e of 
the disease in North Carolina in 1914 and in Illinoi s and Oklahana 
Figure Xl• Progressive symptoms of the polyhedral virus 
disease of the armyworm. Note the complete disintegration in 
specimen at the right. 
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during the same year. This was a praninent a:rmywonn year in the United 
States . 
Glaser and Chapman (1916) state that several fonns of polyhedral 
disease can be distinguished, each characterized by a special type of 
polyhedra caused by a T.i.rus which disintegrates nuclear material of 
certain tissue cells in such a way that pol.Jhedral bodies are synthe­
sized from the disintegrating proteins. They further state that the 
polyhedra are therefore not liYing organias which are responsible for 
the disease. 
Tanada (19S6) reports a virus episootic which almost extermi­
nated a localized population of the armyworm in Hawaii in 1954. The 
same author studied some factors that might affect the susceptibility 
of !• unipuncta to thi s virus and another, a gramlosis virus, for which 
Tanada must be g1. ven credit for the first record frca the armywonn ( 1955) . 
In his 1956 paper, Tanada states that resistance of the a.nnywom to 
virus infections increased directly with the age of the larvae . The 
first and second instar larvae were highly susceptible to both viruses, 
whereas the last four instars were much more resi�tant. He also made 
the point that the two diseases, polyhedrosis and granulosis , had a 
s.ynergystic relationship in his tests, resulting in increased virulence 
of the pathogens. 
Aside from the polyhedrosis and granulosis diseases discussed 
above, another virus, Morator nudus Wasser was described from f· 
unipuncta by Wasser (1952) . Wasser believes this to be the first 
demonstration of a noninclusion type virus which has been verified by 
means of infectivity tests. 
Bacterial Di seases 
Gibson (1915) states that large numbers of arm.ywo:nns were 
destroyed by a bacterial disease in Ontario in 1914. 
In the specimens sent to the u .  s .  Department of Agriculture, 
Beltsville, Mar,yland1 by the writer for pathogen identification, 
three of the di seased specimens were negative for polyhedra but had a 
heavy bacterial count . It is assumed that these specimens had died 
from the bacterial infection. 
Fungus Diseases 
The writer has observed a fungus o:t the germs Elnpusa from a 
collection of armyworm larvae collected near Morristown, Tennessee, 
in August, 19S6. The fungus, Metarrhizium anisopliae (Metsch) was 
reported from _!!. unipuncta by Williams ( 1931) and Walkden (1950) . 
DISCUSSION 
Outbreaks of the annywonn are the cause of re avy financi al losses 
to our agriculture, and any practical means that can be devised to pre­
vent their occurrence warrants investigation. Lack of good chemical con­
trol measures against the species is not the problan, sinc e several 
insecticides now on the market give excellent control once an outbreak 
is discovered. The crux of the a:nnyworm outbreak problem is the elanent 
of surprise. A potential outbreak population goes unnoticed sinc e the 
individuals remain concealed by day and do little feeding until the final 
larval instar when they begin to feed voraciously as an anny of "woms" . 
One can imagine the consequences of a lack of vigilance during the criti­
cal "maturing" period o£ a field of the se "woms" . If a field harboring 
a large population of amyworms goes unobserved for a period of several 
�s after the major portion of the a�orm larvae have matured, the 
application of an insecticide would be virtually useless in so far as 
that particular field is concerned. 
The sporadic nature of armyworm outbreaks is evidenced by the 
history of the species . Invasions have always come at irregular inter­
vals and no pattern has been set. For example, between 1861 and 1952, 
the annywonn appeared in Tennessee at intervals varying from one year to 
thirty-ei ght years. Thus, if history repeats itself, annywonn outbreaks 
cannot be expected to occur every year, or at regular intervals in the
. 
same area. There is, at present, insufficient information on causes of 
outbreaks to allow their being predicted on the basis of causative factors . 
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Until we have infonnation that may be relied upon as a basis for fore-
casting outbreaks, how can we defend our fields against such unpredict­
able invasions? The answer seems to lie )..11 a thorough knowledge of 
the life history of the species wi. th reference to its seasonal cycle 
in an area. The author is of the opinion that losses from the army­
wonn may be minimized by a simple application of life history knowledge 
in the proper season each year. A timely warning would do much to 
prevent armyworm damage in a region, and it is believed that a workable 
warning system can be developed with a minimum effort once the life 
history and $easonal CJCle of the species is known. 
A study of the arm.ywonn has shown that the first brood is the 
only one which does damage in Tennessee . Knowing this, we need only to 
determine the time of this flight for the grain-growing regions of the 
state and calculate the minimum time required for develolJ'lent to the 
mature larval stage. The minimum expected time in days could be added 
to the date of the first flight of moths and the resulting date would 
be the very earliest time that amywoms could be expected to make an 
appearance. The maximum developnental time could also be calculated 
from the end of the first flight, and the latest date of expected out­
breaks could be ascertained from life history knowledge.  Although a 
prediction that an amywom outbreak is inevitable is not possible 
from such infonnation, limiting dates can be set. In other words, 
a statement could be prepared to the effect that "if armywonn .damage is 
to occur this season, it will come between May 15 and June 5. " 
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Fran this infonnation, the county agent could warn all grain farmers in 
his county to search for developing armywonns in his fields at periodic 
intervals from the week of May 8, through June 5. Along with the warning 
statement, details of survey methods should be included as well as in­
structions for evaluation of the survey results, !• .&!., ·in a field 
where three or more immature "worms" per square foot are found, immediate 
control measures should be taken. This timing of application would 
prevent major damage, since it is established that only mature wonns 
are capable of infiicting serious losses. Such a s;rstem would require 
a breakdown of the state into natural cl.imatic areas. In Tennessee, 
tor example, probabl:T West Tennessee, Middle Tennessee, lower East 
Termessee (low altitudes) , and upper East Tennessee (higher altitudes) 
would be sufficient divi sion. However, the f:i.nal division would be 
subj ect to a review of long-time weather data. Once this has been done, 
light traps should be placed in operation in early March in the larger 
grain-growing areas of each climatic division. The date of the first 
moth flight could then be determined for each area, the minimal develop­
mental time calculated from that area, and the waming system put into 
effect. 
Let us consider a test case for the application of such a system 
from data available in thi s work. From the data in table 5, page 37, 
it is seen that the first heavy night of moths came in lower East 
Tennessee (Knox, Blount, and Monroe counties ) by the week ending 
April 22, 1957, so that April 15 is the earliest date of heavy moth 
activity in the area, and April 29 is the latest date . Therefore, egg 
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deposition could not have begun before April 15 and must have been com­
pleted by May 7 (tables 5, page 31, and 12, page 57) . From this 
knowledge, the following calculations can be made. 
We know front table 14, page 6o, that a minimum of three and a 
maximum of fifteen day's are required for egg hatching during this 
period. From table 16, page 71, we know that a minimum of fifteen and 
a ma:ximum of sixteen days are required for larval developnent to the 
sixth instar. Therefore, from April 1.5, the earliest date of adult 
activity, a minimum of eighteen days can be expected before mature 
armyworms could appear in the field, and from May 7, the latest date 
of adult activity, a maximum of thirty-one days can be expected until 
all larval damage must have been done. Therefore, a statement might 
be made as follows : "If the armywonn is to occur this season, it will 
be between May 3, and June a .  II On the strength of this statem.ent, 
searches should be made from April 26 through June 6. A look at table 
29 , page 113, 11.1.11 show that the first amywo:nns were found on May 3, 
19.57, in Blount County, on May 6 in Monroe County. If the Monroe County 
agent had been told to warn his fanners to search for a:nnywonns begin­
ning w.i. th the week of April 23, 19.57, and his advice had been followed, 
then incipient outbreaks would have been detected in ample time for 
control measures to be applied where necessary. Also, after June a, 
1957, no searching would have been necessary, since the cri. tical period 
had subsided by that time • The same technique could be employed in 
other areas of the state and in other states. 
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It is hoped that thi s discussion will serve to show the value of 
life histor.r and seasonal cycle knowledge of this species . The same 
type of knowledge might also prove useful in the control or other 
species or insect pests . The fact that the armyworm seldom, if ever, 
is destructive for two successive generations in an area suggests the 
advisability or widespread use of such a wam:l.ng system. Only the 
damaging brood and fundamental life history knowledge for that brood 
need to be known for the successful application or the s.rstem in an 
area. 
An ann.ywonn outbreak is evidentl7 an unnatural occurrence and 
appears to be disadvantagea.ls to the species . When the biotic system 
of which the annywrm is a part is in equilibrium, the population remains 
approx:l.ma.tel.1' stationary over a considerable period or time and the 
individuals making up the population behave as do other solitary noctuids. 
Only when environmental resistance is low does the species reach enough 
of its potential to produce outbreaks. 
If we consider the total resistance to be made up of physical 
resistance (climate) and biotic resistance (natural enanies) , the role 
of natural enemies might be discussed in a more favorable light. 
It must be assumed that when an armywom outbreak occurs, either total 
resistance, physical resistance, or biological. resistance is low. 
Therefore, if biotic resistanc e could be detennined by natural enany 
surveys and pby'sical resistance by past condi tio:m associated with 
outbreaks, and pu.t on a quantitative basis, there might be a basis on 
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which to attack the problem of causative factors of outbreaks. At 
present thi s information is not available and the effect of the natural 
enemy complex on the population in respect to outbreak cause cannot be 
detennined, since it cannot be distinguished from plJTsical resistance. 
Two important things, however, are known--that parasites lag behind 
the armywom and that only larval stages are affected. 'Iherefore, an 
outbreak must be initiated as a result of lowered phy'sical resistance 
to the moth which deposits a maximum of eggs of which a large percentage 
must hatch. If peysical resistance to the larvae were high, then no 
outbreak could oc cur, even though egg production were high, nor could 
parasites build up without a maximum rmmber of hosts . Thus, we must 
conclude that an outbreak must begin in an enviroment of low physical 
resistance. It appears then, that natural enemies cannot prevent an 
outbreak, and that their role must be one of minimizing damage during 
an outbreak and reducing the amywom population once again to equilib­
rium which, after all, is favorable to the ho st and consequently to the 
parasite itself. The maj or parasites, tachinid flies and braconid wasps, 
fit nicely into this picture. Neither can bui1d. a large popnlation except 
when armyworms are numerous . The braconid wasps deposit their eggs in 
young amyworm larvae, but reach maturity only after the amyworms 
are nearly grown. Tlms they cannot appear in sufficient numbers 
to be an important factor in controlling the amyworm until a major 
amount of damage has already been done by the host. It has been shown, 
however, by Tower (1916) that a.rmywonns parasitized by the braconid, 
Apanteles nd.litaris, eat approximately one-half as much food as do 
non-parasitized wonns . Thus, this species serves to minimize damage 
during the outbreak period and the large numbers of adults, as many 
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as one-hundred from a single host, help to reduce the annywonn popu­
lation in the succeeding generation. The tachinid flies attack, for 
the most part, only nearly full grown armyworm larvae and are therefore 
of little benefit against the generation attacked. However, the host 
is inevitably killed so that the parasite is effective in cutting off 
a subsequent brood of armyworms. 
Infectious diseases and predators seem to have a similar role 
in their effect upon an armyworm population, that of maintaining 
stability when the annyworm, by lowered phy'sical resistance, becomes 
so rmmerous that an outbreak results. 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this dissertation is to report findings on the 
fundamental biology of the annyworm, Pseudaletia unipuncta (Haworth) ,  
based on a two-season stu� in Tennessee (1956-57) .  
Data were obtained from a combination of direct field obser­
vations, detailed insectar,y colony rearings,  extensive light trap 
operations, and several controlled laboratory experiments . 
Background material for the study is presented and includes a 
review of the literature, both the general and systanatic histories 
of the species, geographical distribution, and known host plants . 
The general life-history is given for Tennessee along with a 
general description of the various life history stages and detailed 
biological data associated with those stages .  
A ke.y i s  presented for separating closelY related speci es in 
Tennessee . All noctuid species which sometimes assume the armyworm 
habit are listed with their host plants and distribution. 
A detailed account is given of the seasonal c.ycle of' the 
annywonn in Tennessee with emphasis on the overwintering status of the 
species in the state . 
A section is  included on the natural enemies of !• unipuncta 
in which all known parasites are listed and notes are included on those 
species reared by the writer. A summar,y of known predators and diseases 
of the armyworm is included. 
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The principal results of this study are as follows : 
1. There are fi '\f'e anrmal broods of the annywo:rm in Tennessee 
or which only the first brood is likely to be damaging. 
2 .  An7 damage resulting from the armyworm in Tennessee is 
likely to occur not later than the first week of June of a given year. 
3. The fifth brood enters the winter in the partially grown 
larval stage and is capable of surviving Tennessee ' s  winter conditions.  
4. Larvae which enter the winter season in their middle instars 
have the best chance of overwintering in Temessee .  
5. The a.nnywonn is able to arrest developnent during extended 
cold periods, resuming normal activities during wann periods of winter, 
thereby extending developnental. time which results in successful over­
wintering. 
6. Overwintering larvae produ.ced adults in early spring which 
matured and produced fertile eggs in as few as six days after emergence. 
7. Overwintering larvae frequently add extra instars to the 
normal six. This mechanism is valuable to the species inasmuch as it 
extends developnent time. 
8.  Two species of parasites, Apanteles milita.ris and Meteorus 
autographae, were found to overwinter successfully as larvae in host 
armyworms. 
9. The fsn.ale moth was found to be capable of depositing a much 
larger rrumber of eggs than was previously thought possible. One 
specimen deposited 1, 759 eggs, all fertile and from only one mating. 
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10. Parasite-caused mortality of natural populati�ns in 
Tennessee was 32 .3 and 41.5 per cent, respectively, in 1956 and 1957. 
11. The most important parasites of f• unipuncta in Tennessee 
are the braconid wasp, Apanteles mili taris Walsh and the tachinid fly, 
Winthemia rufopicta Big. 
12 . A polyhedral virus disease takes a heavy toll of armywonns 
in Tennessee and is known to have been present in the state for three 
successive years, 1955-57 . 
13. A mass-rearing technique was developed fran which as many 
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APPENDIX 
COMPREHENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE DEALING 
WITH THE ABMYWORM, Pseudaletia unipuncta 
As a prereqaisite to a basic biological stuqy of an insect so 
wi dely known as the ar.mywom, Pseudaletia unipuncta (Haworth) , the 
author deemed it necessary to make a rather complete survey of the 
literature . It was reali zed that much previous work had been reported 
on this popular insect and that a comprehensive review of the 1i tera-
ture would be required to reveal the areas of investigation which had 
not been adequately covered. 
Sinc e considerable time and effort went into the preparation of 
a bibliography of the literature on the armyworm, it would seem wasteful 
not to make it available to other workers . For that reason, it is here-
with included. 
The bibliography which follows is,  of cours e, not entirely com-
plete, for the very nature of such a task makes its accomplishment 
almost an impossibility for one individual with limited facilities and 
time . However, the author has made an effort to choose tho se biblio-
graphic tool s which wuld yield best results for the time expended. 
The following bibliographic sources were used in this survey. 
1. Bibliography of Agriculture {1943-1956) 
2 .  Biolo gical Abstracts (1926-1956) 
3 .  Review o f  Applied Fhtomology (1913-1952) 
4. Index to the Literature of American 
Economic Ehtomology ( 1905-1954) 
5. Experiment Station Record (1889-1946) 
For references prior to 1883, the reader i s  referred to the 
lengthy bibliography of Riley (1883) . 
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This bibliography is virtually complete to the extent that 
indexed references included in the above bibliographic publications for 
the dates indicated are included. On rare occasions a reference was 
not included which obviously did not contribute to the knowledge of 
the species . 
The coverage outlined above extends back to and include s the 
year 1889, which is the date of the first edition of the Experiment 
Stati on Record. 
References are complete in so far as possible. Those in Part 
Two from the Index to the Literature of American Economic Entomology, 
are listed by author and source only, since titles are not given in 
that publicati on. 
The bibliography is divided into two parts as follows : 
(1) by author or agency with title and source of publication and 
( 2)  by author and source of publication but without title. 
The bibliographic form o£ the Uni:ted States Department of 
Agriculture has be en followed. 
Caaprehensi ve Bibliograpey, Part One 
Argentina, Minister of Agriculture. 
1926. Calendario de patalogia vegetal 7 zoologia economica, 
I. Plagas de origen aniaal (Insectos, Acaras, etc . ) 
Minister Agr. Circ . 6o1 :1-24. 
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Barlow, E. 
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